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Chapter 1

Introduction

The general topic in which this dissertation can be framed is the interrelations between corporate

financial policy and product market behaviour This introduction presents a brief review of some

of the papers that configure this literature. Papers that are relevant for the essays presented in

chapters 2 to 5 are discussed there. We do not intend to be exhaustive though: only those papers

related to the topics in those chapters are cited, and more comprehensive surveys are mentioned

when available

The relation between financial policy and real activity stems for the conflicts of interest that

exist between the decision makers of the firm and other stake holders. The pioneering contribution

in the field is Jensen and Meckling's work published in 1976 In this essay, they introduced the two

conflicts that have been most explored: those between shareholders and managers and between

shareholders and creditors. A large literature has since then been devoted to identifying these

conflicts and analysing their consequences, as well as to designing possible ways to ameliorate

those consequences. The next section presents some of the main papers in that literature. The

following looks at those papers that have related capital structure to the behaviour of fírms in

relation to their competitors.

1.1 Capital Structure

The oldest strand of literature in this topic starts with Jensen and Meckling (1976) and Myers

(1977) who introduce the view of the firm as a nexus of contracts between different stakeholders.

A large literature has since then analysed optimal corporate financial policy. As Allen and Winton

(1995) indicate', again two groups ofpapers can be distinguished: starting with the two mentioned

above, some papers take the financial instruments (mainly debt and equity) as given, and intend to

find the optimal way to mix them in order to minimise the impact of the conflicts between agents.

' The literature on capital structure has been extensivel} reviewed by Hams and Raviv (1990) (see also Rajan and
Zingales (1995) and Cools (1993) for more recent references).
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The second group attempts to derive optimal financial arrangements starting from a more or less

general class of feasible contracts. In particular, attention is paid to whether existing financial

contracts (especially standard debt contracts) can be rationalised (this is the literature on security

design and optimal financial contracts).

There are two types of conflicts between shareholders and creditors. Jensen and Meckling

(1976) argue that because shareholders are residual claimants, they benefit from increases in the

riskiness of the firm's operations at the expense of the creditors. Several papers have shown that this

problem can be diminished by using covenants ( Smith and Warner, 1979), or by issuing warrants

or convertible debt ( Green, ] 984 or Jensen and Meckling, 1976).

The second conflict is the so-called underinvestment problem. This was introduced by Myers

(1977) and is more relevant for our discussion, because it results directly in inefficient investment

decisions. When debt levels are high, the argument goes, shareholders are likely to reject investing
in new profitable projects, because the benefits from these investments are likely to accrue to
the firm's creditors. This debt-overhang can be mitigated in several ways -other than by not

issuing excessive debt-, as described in Smith and Wakeman (1985), John and Nachman (1985)

and Bergman and Callen (1991).

The conflicts between shareholders and managers stem from the incongruence between man-

agerial preferences and shareholder-value maximisation. This conflict has been postulated in many

different ways. In Jensen and Meckling (1976) the conflict takes the form ofmanagerial perquisite
consumption, which is costly to the shareholders. As long as the manager does not fully own the

company he bears only a fraction of the costs of his inefficient activities, resulting in excessive

waste of resources. In this context, debt serves as a disciplining device because, as Grossman and

Hart (1982) showed, higher leverage means an increased probability of bankruptcy, an event that

would jeopardise the manager's benefits. Aghion et al. (1999) have shown that for high enough

levels of outside financing the positive relation between managerial shirking and outside equity

will be reversed. This is because for high levels of outside finance, the firm may start to find it

difficult to attract new funds, so that the manager will have to work harder Therefore these au-

thors postulate a U-shaped relation between managerial effort and outside financing. A related

problem is described in Jensen (1986), who notices that managers obtain private benefits from
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managing large companies (in the form of status, security, power etc.) and therefore they have a

tendency to invest in projects with a negative net present value if no better opportunities are avail-

able. This overinvestment problem, that again involves large inef~iciencies, can be mitigated by

issuing debt. The obligations the firm acquires reduce the free cash-flow in the managers' hands,

and thus constrains their possibilities to overinvest.

1.2 Product markets and financial markets

Starting with Brander and Lewis (1986), some authors have looked at the interaction between

capital structure and product market behaviour~. In Brander and Lewis (1986) and Maksimovic

(1990) capital structure works as a commitment device. In the first essay mentioned, the authors

consider a duopoly and examine the effect leverage has on fitms acting in the interest of its

shareholders. Given that shareholders are residual claimants, they are only concerned with those

future scenarios where the firm can meet its debt obligations. Under some reasonable conditions,

they show that this induces shareholders to behave more aggressively in the product market (i.e. to

produce a larger quantity than in the all-equity case).' However, in equilibrium all firms have the

same incentives to issue debt, resulting in a final equilibrium inferior to the case where firms do

not issue debt. Showalter (1995) has extended this model to price competition, showing that the

validity ofthe results depends on the type ofuncertainty that is assumed, uncertainty in the cost or in

the demand functions (see also Dasgupta and Titman, 1998). Glazer (1994) considers the strategic

effect of long term debt in an extended version of Brander and Lewis (I986). Maksimovic (1990)

shows that a similar result as the one in Brander and Lewis (1986) arises when firms have access

to loan commitments. These are individually rational for a firm because they reduce its marginal

financing cost and commit it to produce more. However, when in equilibrium all firms follow the

same policy, they all end up worse off. Fulghieri and Nagarajan (1992) demonstrate that even if

debt contracts would be renegotiated away in the absence of asymmetric information problems,

the presence of this can make them renegotiation-proof.

2 This literature has been extensively surveyed by Maksimovic (1995).
3 This result bears some resemblence with the asset substitution problem introduced by Jensen and Meckling
(1976).
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In another paper by the same authors (Fulghieri and Nagarajan, 1996), they investigate the role

that debt can serve as an entry deterrence mechanism by an incumbent monopolist, as well as a

mechanism for the entrant not to leave the market.

Maksimovic (1988) has investigated the effect of leverage (a version of the 'limited liability

effect') on the sustainability of collusion, showing that collusive outcomes are more difficult to

achieve between levered firms, because debt limits the punish that can be inflicted on deviant

firms. Hege (1998) has extended that framework to allow firms to choose between bank debt and

publicly traded debt, showing that collusion in the product market favors the use of bank debt.

The relation between capital structure and product market behaviour has been put in the context

of the industry the firm competes in by Maksimovic and Zechner (1991), Williams (1995) and

Fries et al. (1997). These authors have looked at models where the conflict between the different

stakeholders is about the technology the firm will use to operate, and the returns to each possible

technology is endogenously determined in the industry. The role capital structure plays is to give

the shareholders the incentives to choose the right technology. The basic model is Maksimovic and

Zechner (1991) in which they show that when the firm is placed in the context of a competitive

industry, the irrelevance result of Modigliani and Miller (1958) reappears. The reason is that in

equilibrium no firm should have the incentive to change its capital structure to increase its value

(through a change in the shareholders incentives and therefore a change in the technology choice),

but for this to be possible, it must be the case that all technologies yield the same firm value. Hence,

capital structure does not affect firm value in equilibrium. Williams (1995) introduces managerial

moral hazard into this framework: the entrepreneur should have the incentives to invest in the

right technology, but on top of this, he is able to divert all the proceeds to himself, i.e. he cannot

commit to indeed invest the money he raises. Williams shows that there are situations in which

both problems cannot be solved at the same time, and -unlike in Maksimovic and Zechner (1991)-

a suboptimal equilibrium arises. Fries et al. (1997) have focused on the valuation of securities,

showing that the value of debt depends on the price elasticity of the demand in the product market.

Some papers have analysed other aspects of a firm's behaviour. Allen (1988) shows that even if

bankruptcy is not costly in itself, it will put the firm in strategic disadvantage with its rivals when

the firm competes in an oligopoly. This creates costs of bankruptcy, as the firm might be forced
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to liquidate. He shows that this has implications for the firms' capital structures. Maksimovic,

Zechner and Stomper (1995), in another industry equilibrium model, have looked at the incentives

offirms to acquire information about cost and demand functions. They show that leverage affects

the incentives of firms to invest in inforrnation acquisition, with less levered firms having more

incentives to do so. Zechner (1996) considers a similar problem, but relates it to the equilibirum in

the futures market. In another recent contribution, Dasgupta and Shin (1999) study the incentives

offirms to share information in an oligopoly, showing that the standard result of firms not sharing

information in an all-equity scenario may be reversed when debt is issued. In an interesting

recent contribution, Aghion et al. (1999) consider managerial effort as the choice variable in the

oligopolistic competition (managerial effort increases the likelihood that the firm succeeds in some

project, and all firms compete to be the successful one). They show that the mount of external

financing determines whether the choice variables are strategic complements or substitutes; in this

way they endogenise the type of competition depending on the financial structure.

Few papers have considered optimal financial contracts and product markets simultaneously.

Faure-Grimaud (1995) extends the framework of Brander and Lewis (1986) and analyses the

limited liability effect in the presence of optimal contracts. He shows that the implications

of Brander and Lewis (1986) may be then reversed. A different approach is taken by Bolton

and Scharfstein (1990) They consider a duopoly model where one of the firms needs external

financing, while the other one has a'deep pocket'. They make the usual assumptions on the

contracting possibilities, that give rise to debt-like contracts (i.e. cash flows are not verifiable

to outsiders, which leads to inefficient liquidation). They show that this contract incompleteness

opens the possibility for a rival firm to drive the financially weak firm out of business.

Managerial compensation contracts and capital structure have been related in some papers. For

example, Dessí (1997) investigates managerial contracts when the manager has to supply effort and

to implement implicit contracts with workers -i.e. the managent is the agent for the shareholders

but the principal for the workers. She shows that 'hard' debt can be used to implement the optimal

managerial replacement. John and John (1993) show that managerial contracts can be used as

commitment devices by shareholders, in order to deal with their conflicts with other stakeholders.

For example, if the contract ties the manager's compensation to the share price, this commits the
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shareholders to risk-shifting investments when there is debt outstanding. And this, in turn, will be

reflected in the pricing of debt. They show that if the potential agency costs of debt are high, the

optimal managerial contract has low pay-performance sensitivity. Berkovitch et al. (1996) also

address these issues, and derive implications for the relation between managerial replacement and

variables such as debt and equity values and firm performance. Some papers have investigated how

managerial contracts can be used to affect the firm's behaviour in the product market. Fershtman

and Judd (1987) show that making the manager's compensation dependent on sales can be used

as a commitment device to a more aggressive product market structure (see also Sklivas, 1987).

Kedia (1996) models and tests a version of that model and its implications with the focus on the

type of strategic interaction in the product market and finds that when firms compete in strategic

substitutes the managers are awarded with less sensitive stock-options than when firms compete

in strategic complements. Aggarwal and Samwick (1998) provide a late analysis of the problem

with empirical tests, paying particular attention to relative performance evaluation. They show

that rival-firm pay-performance is significant and according to their theoretical predictions, and

that the own-firm pay-performance sensitivity decreases as industries become more competitive a

1.3 Outline of the thesis

The previous section has presented a brief survey of the literature related to the next chapters. To

conclude this introduction, it will be useful to briefly place each of the following chapters in the

preceding discussion.

Before doing so, let us say that this dissertation consists of two well-differentiated parts.

Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are theoretical analysis, while the last one is an empirical investigation. Also

with respect to the topic treated, we can trace a line through the first three chapters, the last being

again separate.

The decision to liquidate, the collateral value of the firm's assets, the threat to seize those assets,

all these issues have arisen in essays belonging to the literature discussed above. However, nearly

all of them treat the value of the firm in liquidation as an exogenously given parameter. In fact, only

Titman (1984), Shleifer and Vshny (1992) and Harris and Raviv (1990) make of the liquidation
á Another bcanch of the literature imestgates how external factors such as the product market sen~e to discipline
the managers (e.g. Hart, 1983, Scharfsteiq 1988).
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value a central element in their models, and only Shleifer and Vishny (1992) attempt to explain it

endogenously. This is what we do in our theoretical analysis. In chapter 2 we present an industry

model where the value of a firm in liquidation depends on the technology the firm uses, and on

the situation of the rest of the industry. We demonstrate that looking at the collateral value in this

way generates implications for the optimal capital structure that have not been derived before. It

helps explain intra-industry differences in capital structure, and implies a non-monotonic relation

between liquidatíon values and leverage. This chaper fits in what we called industry equilibrium

models of section 1.1.1. The third chapter presents a duopoly model, where it is shown that the

liquidation value of the technology a firm chooses can have strategic value, for example, entering

an industry with a technology that has a low liquidation value, can serve as a commitment not to

leave the market easily and resist aggressive competition. This essay is related to section 1.1.2.

In chapter four we examine the decision to liquidate when it is the manager who has to take this

decision. When an investment project turns out to be unprofitable, this may be due to the manager's

own incompetence -and if he liquidates it he may reveal this to the shareholders. We show that

it may be difficult to have the manager take the optimal decision even if contracts are designed

optimally. This chapter relates to section 1.2 above.

The last chapter is an empirical study in which we test some of the theories presented above.

In particular, we examine whether capital structure is related to the structure of the product market

in two ways. First, we look at whether the type of strategic interaction in oligopolies (strategic

complements vs strategic substitutes) is relevant for the determination of leverage (section 1.1.1);

second, based on the predation models (e.g. Bolton and Scharfstein, 1990, discussed in 1.1.2) we

conjecture that small firms in dominated industries (i.e. in an industry with a large firm) should

have lower debt levels than firms in competitive industries (i.e. firms with small market shares

without the presence of a large competitor).



Chapter Z

Endogenous liquidation values and industry
equilibrium

This chapter investigates the interaction between financial structure and liquidation values in an

industry equilibrium. Liquidation values depend on how marty frrms are liquidated, and therefore

on the industry equilibrium of capital structut~s and of technology choices.

We show that firms using a technology with high liyuidation value issue less debt than those

with low liquldation value evert if these ones may be lrteffrciently liquidated. The model predicts

d~erences in capital structures accross frrms itt the same indttstry, and differences in capital

strucluresfor firms using different technologies which contrast wi[hprevious results.

2.1 Introduction

Several papers, notably Williamson ( 1988) and Shleifer and Vshny (1992), have examined the

interaction between capital structure and liquidation values. Shleifer and Vishny (I992) show that

a main determinant of asset illiquidity (and therefore a main source of liquidation costs) arises from

the general equilibrium aspect of assets sales. When a firm is in financial distress, its competitors

are likely to be hurting also. Then, to the extent that the firms' assets are specific to the industry,

they will have to be sold to a second-best user Extending this reasoning to a large industry, the

magnitude of the bankruptcy costs incurred by a firm will depend on how the rest of the industry is

behaving. In particular, it is natural to suppose that as more and more firms are liquidated the assets

will have to be sold to firms with ever inferior valuations. We argue then that not only is the resale

price of industry-specific assets lower than their going-concem value, but it will decline when

there is an industry downturn.s Williamson (1988) argues that specific assets should be fnanced

with equity because they will require further investments in the future to keep their value. With

5 Strtimberg (1997), using data from Swedish bankrupt finns, finds support for the theory developed by Shleifer
8c Vishrry (1992). In pariicular, he finds that the realized liquidation values decrease with the indebtedness of the
industry, which is the source of (resale) market illiquidity they identify
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debt financing, the firm may not be able to finance these investments, and, given the specificity of

the assets, it will incur large costs.

However, one can argue that capital structure choices are generally prior to investment decisions.

A firm decides regularly on new investment projects, while debt-equity ratios do not often

experience large swings. This has been the approach taken by a large literature starting with Myers

(1977) and Jensen and Meckling (1976), where it is shown that shareholders' attitudes towards new

investments are affected by capital structure.

The purpose of this essay is to examine this last issue when the available investments differ

in their liquidation values. In particular, one of the available technologies is specific in the sense

described above, while the other one is standard (in that the firm's liquidation costs are independent

of the situation in the rest of the industry). The two technologies also differ in their operating cost:

the low liquidation-value technology is more cost-efficient (if not, it would always be dominated by

the other technology and therefore never chosenb). This makes them differ also in their riskiness:

roughly, the expected payoff from the technology with a low liquidation value ranges over a wider

support than the other one, and thus this technology is riskier This analysis is conducted in an

'industry equilibrium model' as first developed by Maksimovic and Zechner (1991), in which a

firm's capital structure is detetmined in the context of the industry in which the firm operates. This

is the natural way to approach the problem, given that the liquidation value of the risky technology

depends on the rest of the firms in the industry.

Our main results are as follows. First, as in Maksimovic and Zechner (1991) both technologies

can ccexist in equilibrium, but the capital structures will differ In this case all firms issue risky

debt, but the firms using the less risky technology issue less debt, foregoing tax shields in exchange

for a more risk-seeking strategy. However a second equilibrium arises in our model where the less

efficient technology (in the non-bankruptcy states) is not used at all. In this case, some firms use

high debt equity ratios, while the rest will not issue any risky debt. The first group incurs higher

liquidation costs with some probability and enjoys high tax benefits of debt, while the opposite

s Notice though that this argument holds only for competitive industries. In a duopoly setting an entrant finn may
be willing to use a technology with low liquidation values because this provokes a softer reaction from its rival, and
that an incumbent firm could use such technology too, if that depresses its potential rival's liquidation value (see
chapter 3 below).
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holds for the second group. In this equilibrium we find identical firms using widely different debt

equity ratios. Empirical implications will be derived from these results, the main idea being that

the relation between liquidation values and capital structure is far from monotonic: when the asset

structure of companies in an industry is homogeneous, and to the extent that the liquidation values

ofthose assets are related, capital structures should vary widely; moreover, ifdifferent technologies

are used, the patterns of financial structrure among firms using different technologies should also

be different

To shed some light into how these results appear, let us look at the mechanisms that determine

capital structure for a single firm. Firstly, we show that, as in Maksimovic and Zechner (1991),

if the risky investment is the value maximizing strategy, shareholders have to be given the right

incentives by using a properly leveraged financial structure. However, in contrast with their model,

we show that risk-free debt will also induce this choice if this technology is sufficiently profitable.

The difference arises because debt is not neutral in our model, i.e. issuing (risky) debt changes pre-

tax cash flows because it creates bankruptcy costs (as long as renegotiation is ruled out, or as long

as it is costly). Hence, for low debt levels firms are not indifferent between both technologies

because the risk of bankruptcy is removed, and the most cost-efficient technology is preferred.

llce versa, if the less risky strategy is optimal, low leverage ratios will be needed. Notice that by

reversing the timing assumed by Williamson, we also -at least partially- reverse his conclusions.

Our result is related to (although stronger than) the U-shaped relationship between risk and capital

structure found by Kale et al. (1991). Risky technologies are used when debt is either risk-free or

high, while less risky projects are chosen in between.'

A further insight that can be drawn from the two equilibria is that a firm can use capital sttucture

and technology choice as substitute devices to reduce the riskiness of its total payoff. As more

and more firms choose the risky technology it becomes too risky. At some point firms have to

reduce the riskiness of their cash flows, and this is done in one of two altemative ways. Either the

remaining firms choose this same technology but issue no risky debt, or they just choose the other

technology.

' Jaffe and ~ésterfield (1987) among others have also investigated the relationship between capital swcture and
business risk.
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As mentioned above, we incorporate the problem of non-verifiability of cash flows into an

industry equilibrium model. Maksimovic and Zechner (1991), Zechner (1996) and Williams

(1995) have investigated in industry equilibrium settings issues that had been usually analysed

in a single-firm framework. They show that some of the results that hold for a single firm are then

reversed. In the literature on incomplete financial contracts, it is assumed that a cash-constrained

entrepreneur seeks financing for an investment project, and that the cash flows of the proj ect are not

verifiable. The problem is to design the optimal financial contract that will reward the financiers

sufficiently for their investment despite that non-verifiability. A central result is that inei~icient

liquidation of the firm is necessary as a disciplining device. When we analyse this problem in a

context where firms have to design their capital structure, it is natural to drop the assumption that

shareholders are wealth-constrained (since they could choose to issue no debt in the first place,

and to finance the firm completely with equity). Therefore, the main issue that arises is when

shareholders will be willing to repay their debt and when they will default. In our model there

is a second problem that capital structure has to deal with, which is the technology choice. If the

technology choice is not contractible, shareholders have to be given appropriate incentives.

Two main results arise from the capital structure design problem. First, we show that issuing

too much debt creates a debt overhang problem, and inefficient liquidation still occurs when the

liquidation value of the assets is less than their continuation value. Second, we show that as a result

of the technology choice problem, firms using the technology with the highest liquidation value

issue less debt than their more risky peers. The intuition is that a technology with a low liquidation

value is riskíer for the shareholders. As shareholders become more risk-loving the more debt the

firm issues, they will choose the safe technology only if leverage is low enough.

Notice that the analysis above can be applied to many ofthe main decisions that firms have to

undertake, not only to technological ones. For example, the decision to start an ambitious research

program to develop a new project or a big advertising campaign, a change in the product image (or

even name) has the features that characterize the specific assets as we have defined them. More

generally, we can think of industries where this kind of 'risky' decisions plays a fundamental role

(such as IT) and other less dynamic ones where more conservative attitudes with respect to the

product market are optimal.
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With respect to the empirical evidence, other than the literature on business risk and capital

structure mentioned above, our story is closely related to the literature on liquidation costs and

capital structure. Empirical research has found mixed evidence in this respect. Though the most

frequent result is that fixed assets or collateral are positively related to leverage (Alderson and

Betker, 1995, Rajan and Zingales, 1995), Titman and Wessels (1988) find no significant effect,

while Kale, Noe and Ramirez (1991) find the opposite. The most direct test of the effect of

liquidation costs is Alderson and Betker (1995). These authors examine the capital structure

of firms that completed Chapter 11 bankruptcies and find that firms that experienced higher

liquidation costs, chose lower levels of leverage than those firms with lower bankruptcy costs. As

the authors argue, these firms are likely to suffer from little information asymmetries -at least at the

point ofdeciding on the new capital structure, and this implies that the key assumption in our model

(that shareholders cannot commit to a technology choice) is not applicable. In fact, these firms

decide on a business plan at the same time as they decide on their new capital structure, with all

decisions made in the best interest of all stakeholders. Recently, Mackay (1999) has used a highly

disaggregated data base to analyse the relation between real flexibility and financial structure. One

of his findings is that real and financial flexibility are partial substitutes (as predicted by Mauer

and Triantis (1994) as well) consistent with one of the main implications of our model.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents the model. Section

2.3 analyses shareholders' incentives to repay the debt, and section 2.4 their technology choice.

Sections 2.5 and 2.6 close the model determining the optimal capital structure from a firm's

perspective, and the equilibrium in the industry respectively. Section 2.7 summarizes some

empirical implications and the last section concludes.

2.2 The Model

We have a continuum of identical firms on the [0, I] interval. There is no discounting and everyone

is risk neutral. There are four time points.

At t- 0, firms choose capital structures, consisting of debt and equity. Capital structure is

chosen to maximize equity value, which, given that debt is fairly priced, amounts to maximizing

firm value. We use taxes as the justification for the use of leverage. Firms profits are taxed at a
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constant marginal rate, T. Moreover, debt is tax-deductible, so that for a debt level, D, firms deduct

from their tax bill the amount TD.g

At t- 1, the shareholders ofeach firm have to choose which technology to use. There are two

alternatives available to the firms: standard and risky ( or specific) technologies9. Each allows the

firms to produce up to one unit of a homogeneous good, each exhibits constant returns to scale and

requires an investment 1'~. The costs functions are CS(q) -(~ ~ ó)q and CR(q) - óq, where q
is the quantity produced and ~ and ó are positive numbers. The standard technology thus involves

higher operating costs.

At t- 2, firms compete in the product market. Demand is given by P - a- Q, where

Q is the aggregate quantity produced, and a is a random variable which takes only two values,

a E{al~, ar~}, with probabilities f) and 1-q. and a~t ~ al~ Firms compete only after they observe

the realization of the random variable, act like price takers, and, given constant returns to scale,

will produce up to capacity if they produce at all. Hence, aggregate production equals l. There

are two possible resulting prices if the market is large the price will be pl~ - af~ - l; if it is

small, pL - a~~ - l". Combining the states of demand with technologies, there are four possible

profits, denoted by ~rh where r denotes the state and h the technology chosen: TK - p~ - ó,

~rs - p~ - ~ - ó, ~r j~ - pH - ó and ~5 - pti - ~ - ó.

In the third stage, firms repay their debt (if any) and liquidation decisions are taken. At this point

shareholders can decide to raise new equity to repay the debt if the profit obtained is not sufficient.

Given that we are allowing them to choose freely the capital structure, they are sufficiently wealthy

to generate enough equity to repay any outstanding debt. In the fourth and last stage, the firms

remaining in the market obtain a(non-contractible) profit, which depends on the size of the market.

If the market tums out to be large (i.e. a- aH) they get X H and X ~ otherwise.

8 V~é treat tax shields in the same wa} as Maksimovic and Zechner (1991) do. As the} point out, it would be more
realistic to assume that the tax benefit is realised only on the interest payments; however, it has been shown that this
simplification is not relevant unless tax shields can be lost due to some non-cash charges such as depreciation (see
Barnea, Haugen and Talmor ( 1985)).
9 Wé will often call them 'S' (standard) and 'R' ( risky) technologies respectively, ard will use these super~ripts to
refer to them.

~o None of the results below is altered if we assume different imestment costs, IR atd IS as long as a 1 IR - 15,
i.e. as long as the standard technology remains overall more costly.

11 Obviously we are assuming that pL ~ ó-~ a, i.e. aL - l 1 á f a.
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The two technologies differ also in their liquidation values. If the safe technology is liquidated,

the liquidation value is LS, with XH 1 LS 1 XL. For the firms using the specific (risky)

technology, the liquidation value is: LH(i) - a - ~3i, where a and ~3 are exogenous ( positive)

parameters, and i is the measure of firms choosing the risky technology which is liquidated.

This technology always presents a lower liquidation value, i e. a G I,S We assume that

(1 - B)(Xy - Ls) - ~ ) 0, which guarantees that a firm using the risky technology has a

larger debt capacity than a firm with the standard one (see below). We also assume throughout

that l is 'large enough', to avoid boundary solutions (i.e. we assume all our solutions for i are

interior in [0, l]) Hence, the risky technology is more efficient in non-bankruptcy states, but it

has a lower liquidation value, which incorporates a component of industry-specific risk. This

means that if there is an industry downturn and these firms must be liquidated they will experience

greater losses than the ones with the alternative technology; moreover, these losses will be related

to the industry distribution of technologies. In contrast, the safe technology is less efficient in non-

bankruptcy states, but the firms using it provide themselves with a technological hedge against

adverse industry-wide conditions. The main issue of the model is to show that this pattern of

liquidation values has various implications for the firms' optimal capital structures.

2.2.1 The financial structure

At the initial date, firms choose their capital structure (debt and equity) to maximize their value, as

argued above. In doing so, they have to cope with two problems: first, we assume that the state of

demand is not verifiable for the creditors, so that we obtain the usual contract incompleteness (see

e.g. Bolton and Scharfstein (1996)), and the firm has to pledge its assets as collateral. (Ofcourse,

it is common knowledge that ~rs is the least the firm can obtain, and logically we assume that a

payment equal to this amount can always be claimed in case of default.'`) The fact that demand is

not verifiable allows the shareholders to divert the profits they obtain to themselves reducing the

actual profit that remains available to pay back debt holders (i.e. they 'milk' the company)."

12 This follows Bolton and Scharfstein (1990).
la Vlé assume, however, that this is verifiable by the tax authorities, so that diverting profits is not a taY-avoidance
device.
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Second, the technology choice is not enforceable, and this creates a moral hazard problem that

also has to be solved.

We restrict attention to standard debt contracts, where debt holders get control of the assets

if debt is not repaid." Hence, shareholders are residual claimants in both bankruptcy and non-

bankruptcy states. Given that cash flows are not verifiable, shareholders cannot commit to make

any repayment at the final date and therefore all debt must have maturity one period. Debt is fairly

priced (debt holders break even) given the future incentives of shareholders to pay it back or not,

which are rationally anticipated.

2.3 Debt

In this section we analyze shareholders' incentives to repay or not the outstanding debt, depending

on the state of nature, on the magnitude of the debt and on the technology choice.

2.3.1 S technology

Suppose a firm is using the standard technology, and there is some outstanding debt, D. Consider

first that the realization of demand is aH. The question is whether shareholders will be willing to

pay back D. Notice that the profit obtained in the first period is not a constraint, for we assume

shareholders are not cash-constrained. This is an important difference with respect to the standard

framework where the entrepreneur seeks financing for a project because either he has no wealth

or his wealth is not sufficient. Although the threat of liquidation is still needed as a means for the

debtors to get any repayment at all, this threat is only carried out if shareholders wish to.

If shareholders choose to pay back the debt they obtain ~rs f X H- D; while if they default

they get ~rs -~rs ~Ma~{0, LS f~rs -D}. (Recall that they always have to hand over ~rs even

if they default.) They will repay the debt iff:

X N- D~-~rs f Ma~{0, LS ~- ~rs - D} (2.1)

which, given that X H) LS is true as long as D c X H f~rs . Observe that shareholders will

never pay back any amount larger than X H f~rs , which is an upper bound for the debt level. In

14 i e. we do not consider random liquidation devices.
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what follows, we directly assume that this upper bound is always respected (i.e. we will ignore the

case D ~ X H f~S).

If demand is low, shareholders obtain rrs -}-X L- D if they repay the debt (this amount can be

negative), or Max{0, ~rs fLs - D} if they do not. They repay iff

~rs ~ XL - D) Max{0, LS f~rs - D} (2 2)

which is never true.

Therefore, shareholders will repay the debt only if demand is high ( provided debt is less than

XH ~ ~rs) . Hence the optimal decision is taken (the liquidation decision is always efficient).

Given a debt level D, shareholders' expected payoff ( at date 1) from choosing this technology

is given by

B(~rs -} X H- U) f (1 - B)Max{0, LS f~rs - D} (2 3)

Finally, the value of the firm at the initial date is

(e(~s ~ xH) ~ (i - e)(~s ~ LS))(i - T) f TD -1 (z.a)

2.3.2 R technolo~y

Following the same steps as above, when demand is high, shareholders repay the debt if

7CR -~- X H- D 1 7fR - 7CS ~- Max{~, LR(2) f 7~S - D} (2.5)

which implies that they will repay as long as D G X H ~~rs. Henceforth we assume this condition

is met.

If demand is low, they repay if

~rRfX~-D~~rR-~rSfMax{~,LR(2)f~rs-D} (2.6)

If D c LR(i) ~- ~rs, condition (2.6) becomes: XL 7 LR(i). If D) LR(i) f~S, it becomes if

~rs f X L 1 D.

There are two cases to consider: X ~ 1 L and X L c L.
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If X L c LR(i) shareholders always default on the debt, because D ~ LR(i) f T„ implies that

D 1 X L-~ ~rs.

If X L~ LR(i), combining the two cases (D ~ Lx(i) f TS) we get that debt is repaid if it is

less than X~ ~ ~rs.

Therefore, if D 1 XL -{- ~rs (which roughly means if debt is risky) shareholders will default

if the liquidation value is less than the continuation value, i e inefficient liquidation takes place.

This is the counterpart of the standard result when contracts are incomplete and the manager (or

the shareholders he represents) is wealth constrained. In that setting, inefficient liquidation arises
as a necessary device to discipline the manager (Bolton and Scharfstein ( 1996), Hart and Moore

(1998)). The new feature of our result is that even if the manager is not wealth-constrained, there

may be inefficient liquidation. So, we show that the inability to commit future cash flows implies

inefficient liquidation even if the manager is wealthy ( if debt holders could claim future cash flows

they would not seize the assets and would obtain the future profit instead). The reason is that high

debt creates a debt overhang problem: the repayment of the debt is the price the manager has to

pay for obtaining the second period profit. lf this price is larger than the prufit itself, shareholders

will choose not to repay, regardless the liquidation value, as in this case the liquidation costs are

fully born by the debt holders. Importantly, this result depends on the assumption that there is

a'tough' liquidation procedure in place ( such chapter 9 in the US). If some renegotiation were
possible, inefficient liquidation would be avoided. This can be ruled out e.g. by assuming that

debt is widely held. Notice though that all is needed for our subsequent results to go through is

that renegotiation is costly (i.e. there are some bankruptcy costs anyway). As long as there are

some significant costs of renegotiating the debt (i.e. of going through chapter 11) some degree of

inefficient liquidation would occur Modeling the problem in the way we have makes the analysis

simpler, without having to enter into details about the renegotiation process and its costs.

As before, we report here the shareholders' expected payoff at date one:

B( ~rÁ f XH - D) ~(1 - B)Max {~,?R ~ XL - D, 7rR f LR(Z) - D} (2.7)
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It is useful to write out expression (2.7) distinguishing the cases X L ) LR(i)15 and X L G I,R(i).

If X~ ~ LR(i), expression (2.7) equals:

- I 9(7~R f X H) f(1 - 9)(7CR f X ~) - D, 2f D G íTS -}- X L

and ifX~ c LR(i) :

B(~R~XH-D), zfD~~rs ~X~

r B(~rRfXH)~-(1-B)(~R fI,)-D, if DG~rs ~-L

Sl 9(7~R -~ X H- D) 2 f D ~ 7is f L

Finally, the expected value of the firm at the initial date is given as follows. If X ~ 1 L:

(2.8)

(6(~rR f XH) ~(1 - 6)(~R ~- XL))(1 - T) ~ TD - I, 1f D C~rs ~- X~ (2.1~)

(6(~rR ~ XR) f(1 - 9)(~R f L))(1 - T) ~ TD - I, 2f D) ~rs ~ X~ (2.11)

and by

(9(í7R f XH) f (1 - 0)l~R ~ L))(1 - T) -~ TD - i (2.12)

otherwi se.

2.3.3 Debt holders return

We determine now the expected payment debt holders can expect, given a technology choice and

a debt level.

From the discussion in section 3.1, if the firm uses the safe technology, this payment equals:

BD f (1 - 9)Min{D; LS ~- ~rs } (2.13)

The maximum expected payment is obtained when D- X f ~rs , which is therefore the

maximum value of debt feasible. The face value corresponding to this debt repayment is d-

B(X f~rs ) f(1 - B)(LS -~ ~rs). Moreover, debt is risk-free if it does not exceed X ~~rS .

If the firm uses the risky technology, and ifX ~] LR(i) (X L c LR(i)), debt is risk-free below

X L-}- ~rs (LR f ~rs). Otherwise their expected payoff is

BD f (1 - B)Min{D, LR ~ rs } (2.14)

ls Notice that the condition LR(i) ~ XL is equivalent to i c ~, i.e. it is a condition on the number of firms
choosing R with high debt.
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The maximum debt repayment is X H ~~rs.

2.4 Technology Choice

We analyse now the shareholders' incentives to choose one or the other technology at date one,
once capital structure is determined. To do this, we only have to compare the expressions obtained

above for shareholders' expected payoff from each choice (expressions (2.7) and (2.3)). We obtain

the following result.

Proposition 1 (r) If (1 - B) (X L- LS) -~ ~ 1 0, shareholders always choose the R technology.

(ri) If (1 - 8) (X L - LS) -~ ~ G 0, shareholders choose the S technology if D G D and i] i and

the R technology otherwise. D and i are given by:

c~-LS .~
Z - ,~ ~ (1 - B)(i

(2.15)

and

Proof. See Appendix ~

~
D-XLf~s - (1 - B)~

An important observation we draw from Proposition I is that giving the right incentives to

the shareholders to choose S imposes an upper bound on the firm's leverage. If debt levels

are very high, shareholders -residual claimants- become sufficiently risk-loving and they choose

the most risky technology. Moreover, for low debt levels debt holders get repaid in full, and

therefore all liquidation costs are bom by shareholders. Hence, there is no risk-shifting problem

and shareholders take the optimal decision, which, depending on (1 - B)(LS - XL) -{- ~ being

positive or negative, involves the risky or the safe technology. This result agrees with intuition: if

debt levels are low, the debt overhang problem is removed, and the most efficient technology with

respect to the product market is used.

Notice that these results contrasts with Williamson's conjecture that non-redeployable assets

will always be financed with equity and debt will be used for highly redeployable ones. The

different result is due to the different timing of the models. In our model leverage is designed to
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give incentives to shareholders -hence it is prior to the technology choice, while in Williamson's

work, leverage is determined after the choice of the riskiness of the assets If these are highly

specific the firm should not design a risky capital structure.

With respect to the measure of firms that may be liquidated, i, if there are too few firms in this

situation, the potential liquidation costs are negligible compared to the benefits in terms of lower

operating cost, and shareholders prefer it for any debt level.

2.5 Capital Structure

Combining the results in the previous section with the maximum debt levels described in section

2.3.3, we can find the optimal debt level for a firm with a given technology, given i. Due to the tax

benefits ofdebt, a firm will issue as much debt as is compatible with the constraints derived above.

In particular, when (1 - B)(LS - X~~) f a G 0, a firm that is to invest in the safe technology will

issue DS - D while if a firm decides to invest in the risky technology it will issue U~~ -~S -~ X f~

which is the upper bound found above. Similarly, when (1 - fl)(I,S - X L) f~ 1 0(and therefore

all firms will use the R technology), firms have two options. They can choose to issue a very high

debt level (~rs f X H), at the cost of being ( inefficiently) liquidated if demand is low, or a smaller

debt (~rs -~ Ma~{X L, L(i) }), giving up tax benefits of debt but being efficiently liquidated.

Notice that this result points at a non-linear relation between riskiness and capital structure, and

is related to the work of Kale et al. (1991): low and high leverage levels are associated with high

risk, while low risk corresponds to risky but not too high debt levels, and therefore there is no

linear relation between both.

2.6 Industry Equilibrium

At t- 0 firms choose capital structures to maximize their value. In doing so, they have to consider

the effect the capital structure choice will have on the subsequent shareholders behavior. As we

have seen, there are only three possible debt levels: ~rs f Max{X L, LR(i)}, ~rS ~ X y and D. The

value of the firm for each of them is given in the following expressions:

V(D) - (B(7fS ~ XH) f (1 - B)(TS ~ LS))(1 - T) ~ TD
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- (~(~rs ~- Xy) f (1 - B)(~s ~ Ls))(1 - T) (2.16)
~

~T 7rs -~ Lg - (1 - B)
V(íTS -~ Max{X~, LR(2)}) - (9(7rR f XH) -~ (1 - 9)(7iR ~- Max{XL. LR(a)}))(1 -T)

fT(~rs f Max{X~: LR(a)})

v(7CS ~- XH) - (B(7fR ~ XH) f ( 1 - 8) `~R ~ LR(Z)) (1 - T)

~r(~rs f Xy)

(2.17)

(2.18)

Observe that V(~rs f Max{XL, L(i)}) G V(~rs ~ Xy) as long as X~ G LR(i), therefore as

long as i C~-~L no firm will issue D- ~rs -~ Ma~{X~, LR(i)} and we can restrict attention to

V(~rs f XL).

From section 4 it is clear that there are two possible equilibria, corresponding to the cases

(1 - B)(I,s - X~) -}- ~ G 0 and (1 - 9)(I,s - Xc) ~- ~ 1 0.16 Proposition 2 analyses both

possibilities. In the first case, we will obtain an equilibrium where both technologies are used in

equilibrium, and the expected firm values from each of them are equal : V(;~ s f X E~ )- V( D). In

the second one, technology S is dominated by the other one, in the sense that any firm obtaining

V(D) can increase its profit up to V (~rs f X I) regardless what other firms do. We then obtain an

equilibrium where all firms choose the same technology, and choose different capital structures so

that the expected values are equal (V(~rs f XH) - V(~S f X r~)).

Before stating Proposition 2, we define í' such that V(~rs -~ Xrf ) ~ V(~rs -~ X~) e~ i~ ï-

~~ 111alllTlp Similarly, we call i the point where V(~~ ~~ XH) - V( D), so that

V(~rSfXH)cV(D)ai~i-a-LS~
.~ ~r(XH-Ls-.~~(1-B))

(2.19)
3 (1 - 9)~ (1 - T)(1 - 9)~3

Finally, we will call is, iRN and íRD the measures of firms issuing D, ~ri ~- XL and TS f XH

respectively. With this notation, we can state our results.

Proposition 2 (i) If (1 - B)(Ls - X~) -1- a G 0, the equilibrium distribution offrrms isgiven
by:

ZRD - Z

These two cases also correspond to V(~rs f X L) c V(D) and V(~rs f XL )? V( D).is
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2g - ~ - 2RD

ZRN - ~

(2.20)

(ii) If (1 - B) ( LS - X L)~- ~] 0, allfirms choose the R technology, but they may d~er in their
financial .structure:

ZRD

2S

- 2

ZRN - 1 - ZftD

Proof. For part ( i) the only thing we have to check is that is 1 i, which is immediate from our

initial assumption that (1 - B)(Xf~ - Ls -~) ~ 0. The second part follows from the previous

discussion.~

In the equilibrium described in Proposition 2(i) each technology is chosen by a fraction of the

firms. Interestingly, the firms which have hi~her expected liquidation costs issue more debt than

other ones. This of course is just a consequence of the discussion in section 3. This equilibrium

just described is second best", given (1 - ~)(Ls - X`~) -~ ~ G 0. The second best would not be

attainable if ï G i: However this is never the case as can be easily seen comparing expressions

(2. I S) and (2.19):

H -
2) 2 ra XH f~rs 1 D t~ T(X

LS -,~~(1 - 9))
1 ~ (2.22)

(1 - T)(1 - 6),0

which is true by assumption. Notice that the difference between ï and i resides only in the

different tax shields achieved with each debt level, and a firm using the risky technology and

issuing risky debt issues the maximum debt possible, which is naturally larger than any debt

level an S firm can issue. The reason why this comparison turns out to be so simple can be

easily explained looking at the expressions defining the two values. When shareholders face the

technology choice, their choice depends on the difference between the liquidation values of the

two technologies, as reflected in the first tetm defining i(expression (2.15)). But this same term

appears in the comparison between V(~S -~ X) and V(D), as in these two expressions the two

17 V~é refer to the second best as the optimal distribution of firms given the shareholders technology choices, i.e.
taking as gn~en the firm values as defined above.
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different technologies are also considered. Similarly, the second term in both expressions reflects

the cost advantage of the risky technology in both cases. Hence, these two effects appear in the

same way in iand iand cancel out when comparing them. This means that shareholders' incentives

are perfectly aligned with firm value maximization with respect to these two elements. The only

remaining term is the third one in (2.19) that arises from the tax advantage of the R technology.

This last term does not appear in the shareholders problem (which defines i), as they decide which

technology to operate af ter the debt level has been decided upon, while firm value, by definition,

is defined e~ ante. As the risky technology has a bigger debt capacity, when maximizing firm

value this technology tends to be chosen in a larger region than when maximizing shareholders

value.

The second possible scenario is analyzed in Proposition 2(ii). In this equilibrium we find a

justification for intra-industry variations in capita] structures. Even if firms play a symmetric

equilibrium in their real activity, some of them choose highly leveraged capital structures while

the rest issue only risk-free debt. Notice that the second best can be achieved again

In a first best world liquidation decisions would always be efficient, independently of leverage.

Given this, the first best measure of firms being liquidated depends again on the sign of (1 -

B)(LS - X~) f,~. If this is positive, all firms should use the risky technology, and ~-,~ firms

should be liquidated if demand is low. This value is smaller than ï, by a factor that represents the

tax advantage of issuing debt. In order to profit from tax shields, firms issue high debt levels, but

this translates into these firms being inefficiently liquidated. The equilibrium given by z` trades off

these two elements. Similarly, if (1 - B)(LS - X~) f~ c 0 an amount ~3 -~ ll~el of firms

should be liquidated, which again is smaller than i, and the difference depends again on the tax

shields, for the same reasons as above. Hence, the debt-overhang problem created by issuing too

much debt leads to second best equilibria always, with too many firms being liquidated. Contrary

the results of Maksimovic and Zechner ( 1991), where risk shifting problems are reduced when

the equilibrium in the industry is considered, this debt overhang problem created by the non-

contractibility of cash flows is neither solved nor sofrened by looking at the equilibrium in the

industry. Moreover, the fact that firms individually take inefficient liquidation decisions implies

that the total measure of firms choosing the risky technology with a risky capital structure is too
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large. Our result is closer to Williams (1995) where there exist parameter configurations for which

second best outcomes arise. As in our model, in Williams (1995) there are two moral hazard

problems to solve: first, the shareholderslmanager have to be given incentives to choose the right

technology; second, shareholders can divert the funds they obtain to invest consuming them as

perks. He shows that there are parameter configurations where firms are not able to solve both

problems and a suboptimal result arises (while the first best is attained otherwise). In his model

though contracts are complete, in that both problems are dealt with in the initial contract. In our

model contracts are incomplete, because profits are not verifiable, and this always implies that the

risky technology will be liquidated inefficiently if debt is high enough. Therefore, the first best is

never attainable in our setting.

2.7 Discussion and implications

We divide the discussion of the model in two sections, concerning the firm and the industry-wide

levels.

2.7.1 Implications at the firm level

When the firm's shareholders have to make decisions after capital structure is determined, there

may exist mora! hazard problems in that they have to be given the right incentives to undertake the

optimal actions (i.e. those which maximize firm value). Usually these actions have implications

both for the firm value and for its riskiness. In our particular case, shareholders have to choose

which technology to use to produce We have reasoned that technologies with low liquidation

values are likely to be riskier than those with high liquidation values. Hence, when shareholders

have to be induced to choose for the former, debt will have to be high (and vice versa). Ifwe abstract

from (or control for) the impact that each choice has on liquidation decisions, we should observe

that firms required to invest in very specific, risky assets are characterized by high leverage.

Further, we can extend our argument to elements other than 'technology choices'. For example, in

dynamic industries like IT a great deal or innovation, RBcD and risky investments is required from a

firm tobe successful. These are typically activities with low liquidation values (e.g. RázD costs are

'sunk' after they have been incurred, meaning they have zero liquidation value) and nevertheless

have positive NPV (since they are indeed undertaken). In order for shareholders to seek this kind
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of risky activity, high leverage is called for This may be an argument explaining the recent success

of venture capital firms in new industries. In this kind of firms the manager obtains virtually all

his funds from an external investor, the venture capitalist. Arguably this very leveraged financial

structure allows -induces- the entrepreneur to take all necessary risks to make a successful firm.

2.7.2 Implications at the industry level

The most novel implications ofour model are contained in Proposition 2. Observe that the two parts

of the proposition together mean that there must be some 'mixing' in the industry in equilibrium.

We could restate both results in one by considering that as the .S technology becomes too costly with

respect to the risky one, the industry shifts from mixing technologies to mixing capital structures.

Recall that the condition to have the first equilibrium is (1 - B)(LS - X~) f~ C 0. Therefore,

if the cost advantage of the risky technology is low enough compared with its higher potential

liquidation costs both technologies are used in equilibrium. At (1 - 8)(LS - X~~) ~- .~ - 0

the equilibrium switches and the safe technology is never used. In both equilibria, in order to

'arbitrage' the decreasing liquidation value of the risky technology, a sufficiently high amount of

firms needs to get away from the possibility of being liquidated with the risky technology, and this

is achieved by either issuing no risky debt or by choosing the alternative technology, whichever

possibility is more profitable. This implies that capital structure and technology choice are ex ante

substitutes in the firm profit as means to reduce expected bankruptcy costs.'R In order to reduce

the potential costs of bankruptcy a firm can either choose safe assets, or else choose risky assets

but combined with a less risky capital stnzcture.

2(i) can be seen as a justification of the existence of difierent production technologies across

firms in the same industry (e.g., labor intensive and capital intensive). In this sense, the result is

similar to that obtained by Maksimovic and Zechner (1994). One of the technologies may be

optimal from a single-firm point of view, but when the whole industry is considered, it tums

out that both are used in equilibrium. More interestingly, we show that the firms using one or

the other technology have different financial structures. Thus, we find a new justification for

the observed existence of different capital structures across firms in the same industry based on

18 As ad~ anced in the introciuction, Mackay (1999) provides evidence that n:al and financial flexibility act as partial
substitutes
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the market (liquidation) value of the firms' assets. The empirical prediction would be that when

firms use different technologies, or when the behavior of firms with respect to risky actions is

different, this difference will be reflected in their capital structure. For example, an industry where

franchise firms (which mainly own intangible assets such as patents) compete with firms that own
their outlets (and hence have a higher liquidation value) we should observe different financial

structures between both groups. Moreover, the franchise firms should show a higher dispersion of

capital structures. From Proposition 2 (ii ), we should observe that when it is optimal to operate

risky technologies, or more in general, when finns are involved in a business characterized by its

innovation, large RBcD expenses and so on, so that there is some uniformity across all firms in the
industry (in the kind of assets and activities they engage in), some firms will find it optimal not

to issue debt at all, forgoing tax shields, but also reducing the risk of bankruptcy. Hence, in this

kind of industry large variabilities in capital structure should be observed. Similarly, industries

where inefficient liquidation is common (or liquidation costs are typically high) should have more
polarised capital structures.

2.8 Conclusion

We investigate the impact of having multiple technologies with different and endogenous liqui-

dation values on the optimal firm and industry-wide equilibrium capital structure. Further, we

consider the case where investment decisions are made after capital structure ones, so the design

of the latter has to account for its incentive effects on the shareholders technology choice. In this
context, we show that the relation between liquidation values and capital structure is a complex

one: the debt level of a firm using assets with high liquidation value is bounded, while firms us-

ing more risky assets will issue either very high or risk-free debt levels. Hence, capital structure

differ across firm with different technologies, as well as across firms with the same technology.

The reason is that in the industry equilibrium, the expected value of all firms has to be equal, and

this is achieved through using different capital structures andlor different technologies; technology

choice and capital structure are alternative ways to reduce expected bankruptcy costs.
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2.9 Appendix

ProofofProposttron I: (i) (1 - B)(X~ - LS) f a) 0:

For the risky technology the relevant intervals are defined by D ~ ~rs f Ma~c{X~, LR(i)},

while for the safe one by D~ LS ~- ~rs . This gives us three regions to look at:

D G~rs -}- Ma~{X L , LR(i) } : the risky technology is chosen iff:

B(~rRfXH)f(1-B)(~rR~-Max{XL, LR(i)})-D 1 B(~rs ~-XH)~(1-B)(I,Sf~rs )-D (2.23)

or:

(i - e)(Ma~{LR(i),x~} - LS) ~ a ~ o (2.24)

which is always true, as (1 - B)(Max{LR(i),XL} - I,S) f~) (1 - 4)(X~~ - I,S) f~, and the

latter is non negative by assumption.

rs f Ma~{XL, LR(i)} G D C LS ~~S : R is chosen if

B(~rRfXH-D)f(1-B)a1B(~r,S fX~~)~(1-B)(Lsf~rs)-D (225)

which, evaluated at the lower end of the interval (~rs ~.ti~ax{XL. !,H(i)}) reduces to expression

(2.24), which we know is always true. Obviously for higher debt levels (2.25) holds a fortiori.

Finally, if LS -}. ~rs C D, the safe technology is never chosen, as:

9(7fs ~- XH - D) i 9(7fR ~ Xrf! - D) f(1 - B)~ (2.2Ó)

(ii)(1-8)(XL-LS)~-aGO:

Looking at the same regions as above:

D G ~rs f Ma~{XL, LR(i)} : the risky technology is chosen iff (2.24) holds. This is true if

and only if

a-LS ,~
C3 ~ (1 - 8) - z,

~rs f Ma~{X ~, LR(i)} G D G LS f~rs : the risky technology is chosen iff (2.25) holds. This

reduces to:

DcXL~~rs -(l~e)-D



However, this condition is meaningless unless D~ ~rs ~ Max{XL; LR(i)}, which is equivalent

to i G ii.

The two previous cases together mean that below íl R is always chosen, while above i~ R is

chosen if D 1 D.

Finally, if LS ~~rs C D, the safe technology is, as before, never chosen.

~



Chapter 3

Duopoly: Entrenchment and pre-emption

In this chapter we move to a duopoly setting. We argue that liquidation vah~es constitute a sourre

of interaction between oligopolistic frrms. When afrrm invests in assets that are specific to some

activity, their liquidation value depends both on the degree of specificity and on the eventual

liquidation of a competitor. This creates a strategic environment at the initial stage when frrms

have to choose which technology to use to operate. In particular, we show that a firm with a

shallow pocket may choose an a Priori ine~cient technolo~ with low liquidation value, because

this induces a softer responsefrom the rivalfirm ('entrenchment ),- similarly, a firm with a deep

pocket may choose a highly industry-specific technolog}; whose liquidation value gets low enough

to force its rival to ehoose the alternative technology (with higher liquidation value) and this in

turn allows the frrst.firm to behave more aggressively in the product market ('pre-emption).

3.1 Introduction

This chapter analyses the strategic role played by liquidation values in a duopoly setting. The

market a firm will encounter for its assets when it decides to liquidate depends naturally on the

degree of industry-specificity of those assets. If a firm uses assets with no specific component

-say, buildings, offices- the market for those assets is not restricted to firms in the same or in

a related sector. If we take the other extreme, of a firm using assets exclusively useful for the

activity it performs, there will be virtually no buyer for those assets, other than firms in the same

sector More realistically, a firm can use machinery specifically designed to produce certain goods

or more flexible equipment that at low or no cost can be used to produce other goods. Roughly

speaking, the degree of specificity determines the size of the resale market. With some degree of

asset specificity, there will be some firms in the same industry willing to buy the assets for their

continuation value; if these firms are unwilling or unable to purchase the assets, they will have to

be sold to ever more inefficient users. The implications of this for the resale price of the assets
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are straightforward. First, more specific assets will generate higher liquidation costs, because

the buyer will have to be compensated for the expenses that the specificity imposes on him, and

because with a smaller demand the market may not be competitive enough.'9 Second, given that

it is a reduced market, it will be more sensitive to the situation of the industry, in the sense that if

a lot of firms decide to sell their assets, there will be a large supply involving lower prices.

This endogeneity of liquidation values conveys a strategic character to the technology choice a

firm makes prior to entering the market: first, the degree of specificity ofa firm's assets affects its

value in the event of liquidation and therefore it influences its exit decision and its behaviour in

the product market. Second, the type of technology a firm uses also affects its rival's liquidation

value.

To show these considerations at work, we introduce endogenous liquidation values in a(gen-

eralised) version of the predation model ofBolton and Scharfstein (1990). We add an initial stage

to the model where the two future competing firms choose among two technologies One of the

technologies ('standard') presents high liquidation values, while the other one ('risky') displays

lower industry-dependent liquidation values: the liquidation value is lower if both firms sell their

assets than ifonly one does. After this choice is made, firms compete for two periods in the product

market. The liquidation decisions are related to the product market behaviour because we assume

one of the firms has a'deep pocket' and the other one a'shallow pocket'. The firm with a shallow

pocket has to use external financing. In a context of incomplete financial contracts, whether this

firm is liquidated afrer the first period depends both on its liquidation value and on its profits. On

the other hand, the liquidation value of the risky assets depends on whether the other firm also

gces bust.

In this framework, we identify two main mechanisms through which liquidation values have

strategic value for firms. First, since the value of the option to liquidate depends on the value of

the collateral, choosing a technology with a low liquidation value allows the firm with a shallow

pocket to commit to exercise this option less often; in tutn, this weakens the predatory power of

rival firms. The predatory actions (that in our model will mean producing a large quantity to force

the other fitm to produce less and obtain a lower profit) are taken to increase the likelihood of the

rival firm being liquidated. Therefore, committing to liquidate with a lower probability for a given

19 For example, if there is only one potential buye~ he will have a strong bargaining position against the selle~
obtaining an advantageous price.
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profit reduces the effectiveness of the predatory action, thereby inducing a softer response from

the rival firm.

The second mechanism is related to the endogeneiry of liquidation values Given the two

possible resale prices of the risky assets, once a firm has chosen this technology, the other firm faces

lower incentives to follow the same strategy, and may find it advantageous to actually choose the

other one. Therefore, under appropriate parameter configurations if the firm with a deep pocket

enters the market first, it can force the follower to choose the alternative technology. This is a

valuable option for the deep-pocket firm because its capacity to prey upon its rival is enhanced by

higher rival's liquidation values.

We find conditions under which each of these two mechanisms arises in equilibrium when

the shallow-pocket firm is the leader, under the right parameter choice it will enter with the risky

technology to minimise the predatory response of the deep-pocket firm Conversely, when the latter

enters the market first, another equilibrium arises where it also does so with the tisky technology

to force the shallow-pocket firm to choose the standard technology with lower liquidation costs.

Interestingly, in both situations just described, the firm that has the first-mover advantage chooses

the a prrori inefficient technology, a technology that would never be chosen by a monopolist or a

firm in a competitive market.

We consider this discussion about liquidation values is both theoretically and empirically

relevant. One important observation that can be drawn from the recent literature on incomplete

financial contracting (see e.g Hart and Moore (1998), and Hart (1995)) is the importance of

the value of the collateral in detetmining the financial contract between an entrepreneur and his

financier, specifically in determining the liquidation decisions. In particular, it is shown that less

liquidation will happen the lower the value of the collateral, which is basically the liquidation

value. This makes liquidation values an important variable for a levered firm, as well as for its

rivals. On the other hand, even ifa firm is financially strong, the option to liquidate always exists,

so that at each point in time any firm has to compare its value as a going concern with its value

liquidated20. In our model, a firm with a'deep pocket' will also be liquidated if that maximises its

value.
2o The view that in the absence of impedections a firms liquidauon decision was simpl} the result of comparing its
value in liquidation with its value from cominuing operating was already introduced by Haugen and Senbet (1978).
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Our analysis also provides some new insights into the issue of predatory behaviour as the
outline above has just shown. It is therefore closely related to the literature on predation, mainly
to the 'long purse' story ofTelsner (1966), Benoit (1984), Fudenberg and Tirole (1985) or Poitevin
(1989). Benoit considers a multiperiod model where the entrant is able to sustain a price war for
only a finite number of periods. Fudenberg and Tirole based their predation story on the idea that
the 'entrant' has larger financial needs than the 'incumbent'. Poitevin (1989) is the first author
who endogenises the financial weakness of the entrant. He also considers a stochastic duopoly
model where firms are leveraged. As in Brander and Lewis (1986) uncertainty is resolved after
firms choose their quantities. Close to our story, he assumes that a firm which does not go bankrupt
obtains an additional (exogenous) benefit if its rival does. This creates incentives to behave more
aggressively. For the rest, the focus of his study is on the determination of the optimal financial
structures of the firms, i.e. firms have to determine their debt and (inside and outside) equity levels.
The main issue in his model is that the entrant's 'type' is unknown by the external financiers, so that
there is an adverse selection problem; the firm uses its financial structure as a signal for its type.
This implies that issuing debt is rational even under the threat ofpredation. Bolton and Scharfstein
(1990) develop a model in which they derive the financial constraints endogenously from an
incomplete contract approach and analyse the potential predatory action this financial weakness
creates. They use a highly simplified reduced-form model of competition We bring together both
types of models: we model explicitly a Cournot market, and endogenised the financial constraints
as in Bolton and Scharfstein (1990).

Our work is also related to the work of Shleifer and Vishny (1992) who analyse the general
equilibrium aspect of liquidation values. They propose the idea that liquidation values are related
to the industry situation, because under adverse market conditions the competitors of a firm in
financial distress are likely to be in financial distress as well, so that the firm's assets will have to
be sold to 'outsiders' with lower valuations, generating liquidation costs. Therefore their analysis
provides some theoretical background to our reduced-form specification of liquidation values.

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: the next section presents the model, describing
the financial contract between the shallow-pocket firm and the financier (3.2.2), our modelling of
the predatory behaviour (3.2.3) and how it is affected by liquidation values (3.2.4). Section 3.2.5
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contains the two main results described above. Section 3.3 discusses these results and analyses two

extensions of the model. We show how the two results explained above can be extended naturally

to analyse entry decisions, and a possible entry-deterrence mechanism is discussed. The extension

to choices of capacity is also discussed. The last section concludes.

3.2 The Model

We consider a Cournot market with two firms, A and B. The market lasts for two periods,

t- 1, 2. In order to enter the market each firm has to make an initia! investment F in one of

two technologies, 'risky' (R) or 'standard' ( S), as described below. Given a technology choice, if

the assets are not líquidated, the firm can produce in both periods. However, assets can also be

liquidated at t- 1, and then the firm is not in the market at t- 2. If liquidation occurs, the value

obtained depends on the technology chosen and on whether the rival firm is liquidated and which

technology it is using. We define L(h, i) as the liquidation value of a firm's assets when it uses

technology h, with i- 1, 2 representing the number of firms choosing the risky technology and

being liquidated. The residual value ofthe assets at t- 2 is zero. We assume that assets depreciate

over time, or alternatively, that ( part of) the investment F is sunk, i.e. F 1 L(h, i) ] 0. The risky

technology displays an industry-dependent liquidation value, so that L(FP, i) - Pz, with Pl ] P2.

The standard technology ( S) has a higher, industry-independent liquidation value given by P, with

P) Pl (i.e. L(S, i) - P for i- 1, 2). The technology choice is made sequentially, so that in this

respect we have a Stackelberg model. Importantly, we assume the technology choice is made at

the initial date in order to maximise firm value.

Firm i's profit at date t is given by a concave continuous time-independent function ~rZ, of its

own quantity qi and the other firm's quantity q;, and of a random variable, B, which is distributed

according to the p.d.f. f(B) on the interval [B,9] and represents the size of the market. We assume

this variable is perfectly con elated across periods, i.e. the market size is the same in both periods.

The assumptions about the profit function are the following:

~i - ~r:(q`, 4', B), (3.27)
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with :

(i)~r~ ) 0, (ii)~r~ G 0, (iii)~r2t G 0,

(iv)~r~~ G 0, (v)~r'B 1 0, (vi)~r'(., ., B) G 0 (3.28)

where subscripts denote partial derivatives. Most of these assumptions are standard in a Cournot

market. In particular, notice that firm i's profit is decreasing in the other firm's output and so is its

marginal profit (i.e. the quantities are strategic substitutes). Assumption 2(v) is a mere convention

and is made without loss of generality. What we mean by assumption 2(~~i) is that demand is

sufficiently low when the market is very small, so that firms cannot possibly make positive profits.

Finally, we assume that for every 8, the price can be made arbitrarily small by supplying a high

enough quantity.

3.2.1 Information Structure

We assume that the actual value of B is observed by the firm(s) which make the investment be,f ore

the first period quantities are chosen Everybody (firms and possible financiers) has prior beliefs

(f (B)) about the random variable B. We differ then from the models that deal with the so-called

'limited liability effect' (e.g. Brander and Lewis (1986) and Faure-Grimaud (] 997)) which assume

that the firms choose their quantities before the random variable is realised. This allows the

authors to analyse how firms will try to shift risk towards the investors. With our assumption,

the quantity choice is made under certainty, and therefore the risk shifting issue is absent. The

assumption made here can be found in Rotemberg and Saloner (1986), in a context of price

competition and in Williams (1995) in an industry equilibrium model.

Both the profit obtained by a firm and the realisation ofdemand are observable to the financier,

but not verifiable.

Of course, the technology chosen by the leader is observed by the follower before he makes his

own choice.

3.2.2 Financial Contract

Firm A has a'deep pocket', so that it finances the project with own resources; this firm will

only liquidate if its value under continuation is exceeded by its value under liquidation. The rival
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firm, B, has a'shallow pocket' and it needs to borrow funds to finance the investment. As stated

above, profits are not verifiable, and therefore the financial contract written between firm B and

its financier will necessarily be incomplete. We assume the financier has all the bargaining power

in the design of the contract at all stages, and we assume renegotiation is feasible and costless, also

at all stages.

In order to find the optimal debt contract, suppose there is a contract in place under which firm

B has to pay the investor an amount Rt at date one. ( It is clear from the non-verifiability of the

profit that at date two the investor will receive only the liquidation value of the assets at date two,

which is assumed to be zero21.) Suppose firm B realises a profit ~tH at date one. If ~~ t~ c Rt

the firm cannot pay back its debt and it necessarily defaults, the assets going to the investor If

~r1Q 1 RI firm B can choose to pay back or to default. If it pays back, it is not liquidated and both

firms will compete in the second period obtaining a profit of ~~ ~(B) each. In case firm B defaults,

the contract can be renegotiated. The investor makes a take-it-or-leave offer to the firm, consisting

ofa repayment ( R) and a liquidation decision, i.e. either the assets are liquidated or not The firm

must then be willing to accept the offer, which requires.

~rlB - R ~ ~r~(B) 1 ~rl~ t~ R G ~r~(B) (3.29)

Moreover, the firm must be able to make the payment R, which, given limited liability implies:

R C ~IB (3.30)

Given that B is the same in both periods, and that firm B cannot do better than obtaining the Cournot

profit, the two conditions above reduce to:

R C Min{~r~(B),~rtB} - ~r1B (3.31)

The highest payment the financier can obtain is ~1B and therefore he will liquidate the assets if

and only if ~rIB c L, where L represents the relevant liquidation value.

si

Consider again the situation where ~r1B ~ Rl. The firm will decide to pay back if

~r16 - R f ~~(8) ~ ~r~(B)

Bolton and Scharfstein (1990) provide a discussion on this point.

(3.32)
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if ~r~B ~ L, or if

~r16 - R f ~ro(B) ~ ~r~B (3.33)

when ~r16 c L.

The conditions above together imply that Rl c ~is. Hence, by setting a higher R~ the financier

could have forced a renegotiation from which he would have obtained a higher or equal payment.
As a result, it is optimal for the financier to set in the initial contract as high an R~ as possible.

We now summarise our results.

Proposition 3 Thefrnancier will set the debt repayment R~ - Ma~ ~r~ (B). The contract is alwaysB
renegotiated, with the following repayments, R, and liquidation decisions. If ~rl~ c L the assets
are liquidated, and the firm does not make arty payment (R - 0), if ~rtB ) L the assets are not
liqt~idated, and R - ~r16.

3.3 Predation

From proposition 3 it is clear that firm B's continuation in the market at date two depends on its
first period performance. This suggests that firm A may try to provoke its competitor's liquidation

to benefit from a monopoly position at date two.

First ofall, since firm B's continuation depends positively on its first period profit, maximising
its overall profit over both periods amounts to maximising its first period profit. Thus, its strategy
is given by the static Cournot reaction function.

Define the following threshold for the market size, BL, by the equality ~~ o(Bi )- L and assume

this value exists and is interior in the domain of B for any technology-Z. B~ is the market size
such that when firms play the standard Cournot equilibrium firm B just avoids being liquidated.

Suppose now that 8 c B~ . Then no predatory strategy is necessary for A, for firm B is going to be

liquidated anyhow

Consider now the case B 1 BL . Then, if the static Coumot equilibrium is played, both firms will

stay around at date 2. However, in this case firm A will consider the effect of its strategy on firm
22 Monotonicy of profits in the market size assures this value is well-defined.
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B's profit, and through this on its chances not to be liquidated. There are two potential equilibria

now. Either both firms play the Cournot equilibrium or firm A induces firm B to exit the market.

Define qA(B, L) as the quantity that induces firm B's liquidation for a given firm B's liquidation

value, LZ', i.e.

~ta(4,a(B, L), Re(qa(q, L)), 9) - L (3.34)

These two quantities define the second possible equilibrium (notice that we are including firm B's

best response). Denoting the total profit for firm i by IIz, the profits from the repeated Cournot

equilibrium are IIZ - 2~r~(B), i- A, B. If the predatory equilibrium occurs, they get

nA -~r,,,(qA(o, L), RB(qA(a, L)),e) f~M(a)
and

IItj-2L

In both equilibria firm B's quantity is on its best response function, and it has not incentive

to deviate. Therefore, which of these two is the equilibrium depends on firm A; in particular, on

whether

~tA(qA(e, L),RB(q,~(a, L)),e) ~ ~M(a) ~ 2~`(0)
Differentiating (3.34) and using the fact that firm B responds optimally to q,A(q, L) (which

implies that a48 (RB(q,t (B, L)), qA(B, L), B) - 0) we obtain:

~1Ra4.a - - ~B 1 0.áe ~ - ~aq,,
(3.35)

As expected, the quantity necessary to induce bankruptcy is larger the higher the demand is.

Consider a market size BL -~ e with E positive and arbitrarily small. By continuity, q,4 (BL f E, L)

is arbitrarily close to q~(9L)(- qA(Bi, L)). The added cost of producing qA(Bi -}- E, L) instead of

q~(Bi f E) can be made arbitrarily small for small enough e. However, the benefit of doing so is

~rM(8) -~r~(B) ] 0. Hence, for market sizes close to BL firm A produces qA(B, L) and firm B is

liquidated.

23 qq (B, L) exists for arry B~ Bi : first, notice that ~r~(q~(B), RB(q~(B)), B) 1 L, as B~ Bi . Second, we assume
that the price will tend to zero for a laige enough quantity, so that revenues tend to zero for both firms, and profits are
non-positive. Given that ~r(.) is continuous, the result follows by the intermediate value theorem.
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Given that qa (B, L) 1 q~ ( B), and both converge to q~ ( BL ) with B, there exists some region for

B, above B~ where firm B actually increases its first penod profit, as well as its chances to become

a monopolist. This will remain so up to the point where q,4 (B, L) reaches the Stackelberg quantity.

In this region, not only is predation costless, but it increases the first period profit. However,

for larger market sizes, predation will end up being costly. At the predatory quantity the profit

is decreasing: a9 (qA(B, L), RB(q,q (B. L)), B) c 0, and moreover, by concavity of the profit

function, this derivative becomes more and more negative, i.e. the profit decreases at an increasing

rate. As the market gets larger it will eventually become negative (due to the convexity of the cost

function; the more convex the cost function the faster the profit will decrease). We assume then

that there exists a BÍ such that`'

~ia(qa(B~, L), Re(qa(Bi. L)). Bí) ~~.ar(BL) - 2~r~(Bc)

If B) B~ it is too costly for firm A to prey upon its rival, and it chooses the Cournot quantity

instead.

3.3.1 The impact of liquidation values

How does having different technologies affect fitm As incentives to prey? Consider first expres-

sion (3.34) which defines the 'full predation' quantity and suppose we consider a lower liquidation

value, L - 0. Then,

~ie(q.a(B; L), Rs(qa(B, I,)), B) - L 1 L- 0 (3.36)

Clearly, the new quantity necessary to induce liquidation is larger, i.e. qa(B, L- 0) ] qA(B, L),

for any 825. The reason is that if firm B's profit has to be reduced to a still lower level, firm A has

to make prices fall further by producing more.

Suppose now that the market size equals the threshold B- B~, and a decrease in frm B's

liquidation value takes place. As we have just shown, the predatory quantity increases, i.e.

4A(Bi, L- 0) ~ qa(B~, L). Therefore, if it was just profitable to produce qa(Bi, L), now it
24 Of course this threshold may not exist. In this case, entry would be 'blockaded' in the jargon of Industrial
Organisation. This is the case when the technology exhibits constant retums to scale, as can be easily shown.

zs Suppose the contrdry, i.e. qa (B, L- A) c qa (B, L). Then ~rla(9a (B, L- 0), Ra(9a(B, L- 0)), B) J
~ie(9a(B,L-0),Re(9a(B,L)),B) ? ~ia(9a(B,L),Re(9a(B,L)),B) - L ~ L-O,i.e. ~rie(9a(B,L-
~), Ra (9a(B, L- A) ), B) ~ L- 0. Hence qa (B, L-~) ) 9a(B, L).
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is not any more, and both firms will produce the Cournot quantities. Therefore, the new threshold

under which predation happens is lower, i.e. 9~- o c ~i.

Basically, as the liquidation value decreases it is more difficult to force firm B to exit in the sense

that it requires a larger increase in firm As production with respect to the Cournot outcome We

assumed this full-predation quantity becomes unprofitable for large enough market sizes. Then, a

decrease in firm B's liquidation value implies that at the point where this quantity was just optimal,

now it does not suffice anymore to induce exit.

We conclude this section with two remarks and a summary of our results so far: first, the solution

to firm As problem depends only on where the threshold B~ is, this is the only effect of the different

choices for firm B; second, the incentives to prey depend on firm B's liquidation value only, thus

they do not depend on the predator's own technology.

Proposition 4 If ~ G BL , firms play [he standardCournot strategies, crndfrrm B is lrquidated;
If 6L c B C 0~, firm A produces a large enough quantity, q,~(B, I,) as deftned in (3.34), to force

firm B.f liqa~tdation.

If B] B~. frrms play agarn the Cournot equrlibriam.

The interval in which firm B is liquidated is larger when firm B:~ses the standard technology, i. e.

Bé 1 Bej.

3.4 The Technology Choice

Recall that the technology choice is made sequentially. We have therefore two possibilities: the

deep pocket chooses first, or the shallow pocket does. In order to analyse each of the two cases,

we need to determine the firm values for each of the possible technology structures (u, v) where

u and v denote the technologies chosen by firm A and B respectively. Suppose first that both

firms choose the risky technology. According to Proposition 2 above, predation will happen when

B E[Bi , Bp~]. In this case firm B will obtain E~, and we denote firm As equilibrium profit ~r~A.

When B c BL firm B will liquidate without the need of predation; when, moreover, B c BM firm

A will also liquidate.2ó For market sizes above Bcl both firms obtain ~ro(B). Given all of this, firm

26 To avoid added complications we assume that if B c BM, then B c BL . This is not really necessary for the nsults,
but it simplifies the reasonings.
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values, denoted by IIt(u, v); are given as follows27:

fB M B~
IIA(R, R) - J e2 (~rc f P2)dF(B) f~~~ (RC ~;, M) dF(B) f (3 37)

e B"- fa
e f

f e (~iA f ~rM)dF(B) ~- J B 2~r~dF(B)
e~~ e~~

fBM fB~
IIa(R, R) - J ~2 (~rc -~ P2)dF(B) f J e~ (~rc f P,) dF(B) ~

B B~z

f e f
I B~ 2P1dF(B) f J B 2~r~dF(B) (3.38)

JJJBe Be

Suppose now firm A uses the R technology and firm B the S one. In this case, predation happens

for market sizes B E[Bé , BQ]. Firm A exits the market when B c BQ~. and in this case obtains F1 (as

B uses the altemative technology). Payoffs are given by:

M f C

IIA(R, S) - fBe~ (~c ~ P~)dF(B) f J Bf (~tc f~rM) dF(B) ~ (3.39)
,

~
~B (~iA ~- ~rM)dF(B) f ~B 2~r~dF(0)
Bé Bc

c f f
IIs(R, S) - fBC (~c f P)dF(~) -~ I Be 2P dF(B) f J B 2iicdF(B) (3.40)

B . BC BQ

Consider now the opposite case: firm A uses the standard technology and firm B the risky one.

The payoffs are now:

f BM f BL

IIA(S, R) - J (~~ f P)dF(B) -F J ~(~r~ f~rM) dF(6) f (3.41)
B BM

f t

J~ ~ (7f1A -1- 7ïM )dF(B) ~ ~B ~r~dF(B)
Be~ Bt

cfB~ f 9
IIB(S, R) - J 1(~r~ f Pl)dF(B) f J ~~ 2P~ dF(B) f (3.42)

B B~

27 The argument B is suppressed to conserve notation.
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~r`~dF'(d) (3.43)

Finally, when both firms choose the S technology:

f ~' ~
IIA(.S, S) - J ~ (~r~ f P)dF(0) f

f,~~ (~c f
~rn') dF(B) ~ (3.44)

~ f
f~ (~~.4 f ~rM)dF'(d) f J B~`'dF'(B)

~Bi pe

c
II~(S, S) -~~~ (~r~ f P)dF(B) f~~~ 2F dF'(B) ~~~ r~~dF(B) (3.45)

o e ~ e~

3.4.1 The shallow pocket leads

We have shown above that the predatory strategy of firm A is independent of its own technology.

Actually, only its liquidation decision depends on its technology, and for those market sizes where

A decides to liquidate, B also does. Hence, As technology choice has no strategic value when firm

B has already entered the market. This is why choosing R is a dominated strategy for firm A, i.e.

S is As best response for any choice of B:

f M r M

IIA(S, R) - IIA(R, R) - J B~~ (P - P2)dF(B) f J a~ (P - ~r"')dF(B) ] 0 (3.46)
e o~

IIn (S, S) - II,4 (R, .S) - J ~M (P - El )dF(d) f J BM (P - ~rh1)dF(B) ~ 0 (3.47)
B BM

Given that A will react to any choice of B with S, firm B will choose R iff IIB(S, S) c

IIB(S, R) ~

J B~ (P - P,)dF'(B) f J B~ (~r~ f P- 2P~) dF'(B) ~ J B~~ 2(P - P,)dF(B)f
e e~ e~- ,

f e~
-~ J 2(P - ~r~)dF(B) c 0 (3.48)

B~~
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All terms in (3.48) but the fourth one are positive. All these reflect the larger liquidation value of

the S technology. The four[h term reflects the fact that choosing the S technology makes firm B

more vulnerable to predation: in this region predation is unprofitable for firm A if B uses the risky

technology, but it is still profitable under the standard one.

Therefore there is a cost associated with the R choice, its lower liquidation value, but this

technology also brings an advantage as it triggers a softer behaviour from firm A. Choosing the

risky technology allows firm B to commit itself to stay in the market even if it obtains very low

profits. Firm B reduces ex ante the value of its option to liquidate so that ex post it can be a tougher

competitor, inducing thereby a softer strategy from its rival. Which technology will be chosen by

B depends on which of these two effects dominates.

3.4.2 The deep pocket leads

When the firm with a deep pocket chooses first, a new dimension of the problem arises, for, if firm

A chooses the risky technology, it induces a reduction in firm B's liquidation value for bad market

realisations. This restores some strategic value to firm As technology decision. As we saw before,

IIB(S, S) c IIB(S, R) ~

J B( (E - Pl)dF(B) ~ J Bp (~r~ ~ P- 2P~) dF'(B) ~- J Be~ 2(~ - P~)dF(B)~
B Bi~ Bé

f Bé

~ J 2(~ - ~r~)dF(9) c 0 (3.49)
Bh

Moreover, if firm A chooses R, firm B will respond with S iff II~(R, S) ~ IIB(R, R) ~
f M f C f C f

J B~2 (P - P2)dF(B) f J M~ (i' - L'1)dF(B) -~ J Be (~rc f e- 2l'1) dF(B) f J B(~ 2(P - El)dF(B)f
B Be2 B~1 B~

fBi

f J 2(P - ~r~)dF(B) ] 0 (3.50)
Bh

The only difference between both inequalities lies in the [B, BMJ interval. As the predatory strategy

of firm A is independent of its own technology choice, the only effect of this choice is to reduce

the resale value of the risky assets which is also the only effect on firm B's expected payoffs. If
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F, - P2 is high enough this will work as a mechanism to force firm B towards one technology or

the other In particular, when that difference is high enough so that IIn(S, S) ~ IIB(S, R) but

IIB(R, S) 1 IIB(R, R), if firm A chooses the standard technology, firm B chooses the risky one,

while if firm A chooses the risky one, firm B's liquidation value deteriorates enough to make it

choose the standard technology. Therefore, by choosing R, the leader forces firm B to choose S,

thereby committing itself to a more aggressive strategy. Of course, for this to be an equilibrium it

is necessary that the reduction in firm As liquidation value be offset by its increased commitment

to prey; the condition

IIA(R,S) ] IIn(S,R) (3.51)

has to be met. We show now that this may be the case. ( 3.51) is satisfied when:

B~ Be~ Bé~

~ ~ (Pi - P)dF(B) f ~ (~, - ~rM)dF(B) -~ ~ (~r~ - ~riA) dF(B)
. B BM Bfl

f Bè

f J (~TIA f~M - 2~r`')dF(B) ] 0 (3.52)
Bei

The first two terms in (3.52) are negative, reflecting the difference in liquidation cost. The third

one is again ambiguous. When B is close to Bé firm A will be producing more than the Cournot

quantity, but less than the Stackelberg one, and therefore ~r~~ ~~r,A(q,~(B)). As B increases, the

inequality may be reversed. The fourth term, positive, reflects the advantage of the R technology.

When parameters are such that (3.52) is satisfied, we have the equilibrium we were looking for.

Proposition 5 When condition (3.48) holds:

(i) Iffrrm B entersfrrst the market it choose.s the R technolog}; thereby committing to stay in the

market for lower demand tzalisations than with S; frrm A responds with the S technolog}!

(ii) Iffirm A entersfrrst, and if P,1 - P2 is high enough (so that caldition (3.50) holds) firm A can

force firm B.t choice of S by choosing the R technology, allowing himself to play a more aggressive

strategy. This is optimal for firm A iff condition (3.52) holds.
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3.5 Discussion and extensions

Proposition 2 above shows that the firm with a shallow pocket displays a softer behaviour in

the product market than its deep-pocket rival. When playing the standard static equilibrium

(Cournot equilibrium) does not induce firm B's bankruptcy firm A is willing to produce more

than its Coumot quantity to firm B into liquidation. Moreover, this only happens as long as the

market does not become too large. When the market conditions are sufficiently good the predatory

strategy becomes too costly (and firm A reverts to its Cournot quantity); hence, better market

conditions tend to soften market competition. This result closely resembles the one obtained by

Bolton and Scharfstein (1990) in a reduced-form model. We add to this framework by analysing

the implications of having endogenous liquidation values (i.e. endogenous collateral in the debt

contract). Notice that in a one-firm framework, or in a perfectly competitive setting the only

technology that we would observe in equilibrium is the standard one, given that it is more efficient

(it involves less bankruptcy costs, this being the only difference).

We identify two main mechanisms through which this technology choice acquires strategic value

in a duopoly setting. First, since the value of the option to liquidate depends on the value of the

collateral, choosing a technology with a low liquidation value allows the firm with a shallow pocket

to commit to exercise this option less often; in turn, this weakens the predatory power of rival firms.

The predatory actions (in our model, producing a large quantity to force the other firm's quantity

and the market price to fall) are taken to increase the likelihood of the rival firm being liquidated.

Therefore, committing to liquidate only for very low profit realisations reduces the effectiveness

of the predatory action, thereby inducing a less aggressive response.

The second mechanism is related to the endogeneity of liquidation values. One of the tech-

nologies presents an industry-specific component, by which its liquidation value decreases in the

number of firms using it. This means that once a firm has chosen this technology, the other firm

has little incentive to choose it also, and may find it advantageous to actually choose the other one.

Therefore, the firm that enters the market first can induce any follower to choose the alternative

technology if it wants to do so.
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Observe that both mechanisms work through the low liquidation value technology. The first

one exploits the larger sunkness of the risky investment as a commitment device; while the second

is based on the industry-specific aspect of the riskiness of the technology.

In Proposition 3 we show how the firms can take advantage of these two mechanisms. In

Proposition 3(i ) the first mechanism presented above is at work. The firm with a shallow pocket

enters the market first, and does so with the risky technology. In this way, as explained, it hinders

the deep-pocket firm's capacity to prey, and increases its expected profit.

The second part ofthis proposition exploits the second mechanism. The firm with a deep pocket

enters first the market and yet again does so with the risky technology. In this way, the firm with a

shallow pocket is forced to choose the standard technology, because its potential liquidation value

from the risky one is too low This allows the first firm to follow a more aggressive strategy in

the product market. Of course, it may happen that the shallow pocket firm is interested in the

safe technology anyhow, because the liquidation value of the risky one is too small even if only

one firm using this technology is liquidated. In this case the risky technology is dominated for

both firms, and they both would choose the safe technology, yielding a less interesting result. The

interesting fact is that when the decrea.se in the liquidation value produced by the other firm's

liquidation decision (i.e. the difference P1 - PZ) is large, firm B will choose the risky (standard)

technology if and only if its rival has entered with the standard (risky) one. Therefore, it is the

industry-specificity that drives the result.

Finally, it is worth stressing the fact that in both equilibria, the first-mover advantage allows the

leader to take advantage of the apriori less efficient technology, i.e. a technology that without the

threat of entry, or the threat of fierce competition would not be chosen at all.

We turn now to two further insights that can be modelled within this framework.

3.5.1 Entry decisions

We have assumed throughout that both firms actually enter the market. It is a quite straightforward

extension to the model to analyse entry decisions. Suppose first that the shallow pocket firm

enters first. In this case, in the context of Proposition 3(i) it chooses the risky technology, and this

is followed by the deep-pocket firm choosing the alternative one. Loosely speaking, and in the
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usual Industrial Organisation terminology, this last action could be regarded as 'accommodating'
entry, while choosing the risky technology would be 'fighting'. As in the usual model, once the
rival has entered, there is no point in choosing the R technology, therefore, entry is followed by
accommodation.

We can show that under some parameter configurations, the deep-pocket fitm, by choosing the

risky technology can effectively deter entry. The shallow-pocket firm will not choose the risky

technology because its liquidation value is too small were both firms to liquidate, but it will not

choose the safe technology because doing so makes it too wlnerable; however, firm B would
indeed enter if firm A chose the alternative. Similarly, if the parameters are `reversed', the deep-
pocket fitm can again be a monopolist in both periods, this time choosing the safe technology`8
Therefore, the technology choice can act ex ante as a credible deterrence mechanism

3.5.2 Capacity choice

Another interesting extension of the model would be to add a new stage at the beginning of the
game where firms could choose (costly) capacities. First, in the model developed in section 3.2 we
would intuitively expect the shallow-pocket firm always to enter the market with a smaller capacity
than that of its rival in anticipation of the predatory behaviour Further, it would enter with a larger
capacity if it was the leader than otherwise, for being the leader it would enter with the risky
technology as we showed above, in order to provoke a less aggressive reaction~9. Expecting a less

aggressive response from the firm with a deep pocket, it would choose a larger capacity. Similarly,

the deep-pocket firm would also opt for a larger capacity when being the leader, as it would have
the chance to play a more aggressive strategy in this case. Therefore, both firms would build larger
capacitíes when being the leader than otherwise.

Notice though that for both firms capacity would only be determined by the expected produc-

tion and the costs of building the plant, lacking any further strategic effect30. In particular, no
2a The exact conditions are IIB(S, R) ) F~ IIB(R, S) and IIB(S, R) c F c IIB(R, S) respectively, and the rest
of the conditions for firm B stated in proposition 3.

29 In this discussion we assume we are under the hypotheses of proposition 3.3o This extension of the model is not quite straightforward because the production at dates one and two depends
on the size of the marícet For small market realisations firms necessarily face idle capacity. With costly capacity
acquisition firms would try to minímise the cost of building capacity. If this cost were high enough, firms would hit
capacity constraints under high demand realisations.
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commitment effect per se would be sought by any firm, in the sense that all installed capacity may

be used, were demand high enough.

However, there are two possible ways in which building capacity can have strategic effects for

the deep-pocket firm. Firstly, recall that we have been assuming that the overproduction by which

it induces the shallow-pocket firm to exit becomes more costly as the market size gets bigger.

This is a consequence of the fact that as the market gets bigger a firm with a deep pocket has to

overproduce more and more to prey on its rival, and, with convex cost function, the cost of doing

so increases at an increasing rate. Suppose now that there is a link between the cost function faced

at dates one and two and the capacity built in the first place, for example, the cost function is

'flatter' the larger the capacity built (as is reasonable to suppose)". In this case, the predator could

be interested in installing capacity just to lower its production costs ez post, thereby being able to

be more aggressive against the other firm. This would constitute a first incentive to install excess

capacity.

Secondly, if we allow for entry decisions, the problem becomes potentially more interesting.

According to the argument above, it is possible that by choosing one of the technologies, the

deep-pocket firm can effectively deter entry. This deterrence effect is based on two elements: the

liquidation costs incurred by its rival (only in case deterrence is carried out through the choice of

the safe technology, so that the shallow pocket firm has to choose risky one) and the threat of facing

fierce competition after entry. However, the latter is only possible if the deep-pocket firm has built

enough capacity in the first place. In this case, building capacity has got the strategic effect of

committing the firm with a deep pocket to play the aggressive strategy described above, even if

entry would actually never happen. This commitment effect of capacity has been analysed in the

literature (see Tirole (1988)). The new element we could add to this literature is that the size of the

predator will also affect the liquidation value of the assets. In particular, as we assumed that the

liquidation value of each firm with the risky technology depends on the other firm also liquidating

the same kind of assets, we should expect the shallow-pocket firm's (risky) assets to liquidate for

a lower value as its rival's capacity gets bigger. Therefore, ifboth firms use the risky technology,

when they both are liquidated the value of the entrant's assets, would be a(decreasing) function

31 By flatter we mean that the slope of the cost function for any given quantity is smallec
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of the capacity of the deep-pocket firm. By building a large plant, a firm could then depress the

potential entrant's liquidation value, forcing it to choose the alternative technology.

3.6 Conclusion

We have analysed a duopoly model of exit focusing on the strategic effects of liquidation costs. We

have two firms, one with a'deep pocket', the other a'shallow pocket'. The latter has to obtained

extemal financing for the investment, with an incomplete financial contract. At the initial date
firms are allowed to choose among two technologies, which differ in their liquidation values. One
of them can be liquidated at a constant value ('standard') while the other exhibits smaller liquidation
values, which furthermore are industry-specific ('risky'), so that the costs of liquidating are higher
if the other firm is using the same technology and it is also liquidated. For the shallow-pocket
firm, the technology chosen determines the value of its collateral, which is a crucial variable in its
financial contract. Moreover, the firm with a deep pocket can affect the value of this collateral by
choosing the risky technology. It is also shown that the deep-pocket firm's incentives to prey are
decreasing in the liquidation value of the rival firm.

In a one-firm setting, the risky technology is dominated and would never be used. [n the context
of a duopoly model, we find two strategic effects of technology choice. Firstly, if the shallow-
pocket firm enters the market first, it can choose the risky technology, thereby inducing softer
competition in the product market. Then, choosing the risky technology is dominated for the firm
with a deep pocket, which chooses the standard one.

Second, if the deep-pocket firm enters first, it can choose the risky technology in order to depress
the rival's liquidation value, were he to choose the risky technology too. This reduction in the
liquidation value may force this firm to choose the standard technology, allowing the deep-pocket

firm to use a more aggressive strategy in the product market.

Therefore, we show how for both firms the initially inefficient technology can have important

strategic effects. We describe the conditions under which each of these situations is an equilibrium.

We finally discuss two extensions of the model, showing other potentially interesting issues
associated to the liquidation value choice: first, the same arguments employed for the result above
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can be extended to generate entry-deterrence mechanisms. Second, the more complex extension

to allow for capacity building at the initial stage is discussed.



Chapter 4

Managerial Compensation

In a career-concerns model we analyse the incerrtives ofmanagers to liquidate ine~cient activities,

wherr that irreffrciency comes from their vwn ineompetence. We show that, iJ only short-term

contracts are availcrble, it may be impossihle to design a corttract that gives the manager the right

incentives to liquidate and therehy disclose informatiorr ahotrt his own (in)ahility. Allowing for

long term cornracts eliminates lhts impossibiliry result, fitrt it i.r more experrsive for shareholders to

have the inefftcient managers liqaridate than to allow them to corrtinue. 7his provides a rationale

for the observed fact that it is more di~cult for firms to expand or diversify [hart to focus artd

down-siae.

4.1 Introduction

Recent empirical literature has investigated the effects on firm value of firm diversification, as

well as the effect of assets sales and focusing. The general conclusion is a strong evidence that

diversification activities reduce value, and that asset sales, down-sizing and focusing increase

firm value. John and Ofek (1995) and Comment and Jarrell (1995) document that asset sales and

increases in focus increase shareholder value. Denis, Denis and Sarin (1997) find that decreases

in diversification are associated with external corporate control threats, financial distress and

management tumover, which suggest that agency problems are responsible for firms maintaining

value-reducing strategies. Finally, Schlingemann, Stulz and Walking (1999) find that the segment

most likely to be divested is the smallest one unrelated to the core activity of the firm, which

also suggests the presence of some agency problem. As they point out, one possible explanation

is offered by Lang, Poulsen and Stulz (1994) who argue that management is reluctant to divest

assets and only does so when pressed by, e.g., the market for corporate control. Other explanations

about why it is harder for firms to focus or decrease in size than to diversify or increase are that
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managers obtain power and prestige from running large firms (Stulz (1990), Jensen (1986)), or
that managerial compensation is related to firm size (Jensen and Murphy (1990)).

While the empirical regularities about value destroying and diversification are well documented,

the theoretical understanding of the phenomenon is lacking, or insufficient. Observe that the

evidence mentioned above does not imply that diversification activities are ex ante negative-
NPV activities. Similarly, the fact that assets sales increase value does not imply that the initial

acquisition of those assets was value-reducing. By their own nature, what these papers test is the

hypothesis that, once diversification activities are undertaken, their value added is negative, or they
add less value than if they were undertaken by separate firms. This raises the question of what are
the incentives of managers to abandon ongoing projects, or put it another way, why managers do
or do not liquidate activities that prove to be value decreasing. In the words ofDenis el al., 'why
do firms remain diversified?'. These authors provide an empirical answer as described above, but

theoretical justifications for the assumed agency problems are ]acking.

On the other hand, in the theoretical literature models usually make some empire-building
assumption, by which the manager prefers a large firm rather than a small one (for example,
Lang et al., Stulz and Jensen mentioned above). However, all these arguments are flawed by
the fact that in a contractual framework the choices the manager makes should be endogenised in

his contract, implying that if a manager takes ineflicient decisions it must be because his contract

is not (or cannot be) designed to prevent him from doing so (cf. for an extreme example Jensen and
Murphy: why should managerial compensation be tied to size, if that results in inefficiencies?).
One possible explanation for this is that there are informatíon asymmetries that make contracts
inherently incomplete; this, in turn, raises the new question of which are these asymmetries, and
why managerial interests cannot be aligned with shareholders' anyway. This brings us to the point

of this essay.

In this chapter, we propose a simple explanation to why managers are reluctant to sell assets or
liquidate activities.

We propose a principal-agent model where the manager obtains private information about his
own ability, which determines the profitability of an investment project. If the manager (and
therefore the project) is ofbad quality, the investment should be abandoned (and this decision must
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made by the manager). The key argument we put forward is that the decision to liquidate entails

a decision to disclose information: if the results of an investment project, or of a whole divisíon

are unsatisfactory, this may be due to managerial incompetence, but it could as well be the result

of other factors. As long as the activity goes on, both explanations are possible. However, once

the activity is liquidated, the liquidation procedure will see to it that sufficient information about

the project is generated; in particular, it will be disclosed whether the bad results are the manager's

responsibility or not. Going one step further, if the liquidation procedure reveals that the manager is

ofbad quality, this will be reflected in his future income, provided the labour market for managers

is ef~icient enough. In this aspect our model is close to the career-concerns literature, where the

manager makes the decisions based on their impact on his future income through the information

that the investment projects reveal As Holmstróm and Ricart i Costa (1986), who initiated this

literature, we feel that career concerns may be a more important source of incongruences between

shareholders' and manager's preferences. In particular, managerial competence, and not whether

or not managers are industrious enough, is at the heart of our argument. However, this literature is

mainly concerned with risk aspects (the manager has to choose among projects with different risk

characteristics, and the main source of inef~iciencies is the impossibility to offer the manager full

insurance), while our results are independent of risk considerations (we assume risk neutrality):

the manager's concem is only what information is revealed -or not.

For our main result, we consider that only short-tenn contracts are feasible, but they are

contingent on the project's outcome and on the liquidation decision. This assumption (or a similar

one) is the basis of all career-concerns models, and we will argue that it can be justified both

empirically and theoretically. With this basic assumption, we show that if the cost for the manager

of being discovered as a poorly performing one is high enough, there does rrot exist any contract

that can induce the bad manager to abandon the project once he discovers his own (in)ability. The

reason for this is that in order to compensate the manager for the future income loss (or costs in

terms of reputation) the option to liquidate should be compensated so highly that even a good

manager would choose to abandon an efficient project. This is because if a manager is good, he

has a high income guaranteed whether he abandons the firm or not, and therefore the option to

liquidate and leave becomes easily preferred. In this situation shareholders have to settle for a

pooling equilibrium, where the project is continued by all managers.
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After analysing short-term contracts we look at the model when long-term contracts are feasible.

This serves as a robustness check, in which we show that even in this case the inefficiencies are not

removed completely. Of course, when long-tenn contracts are possible, the optimal decision can

be implemented, although at a cost (the manager makes informational rents). We show then that

it is always cheaper to allow for a pooling equilibrium as above. This argument is related to those

papers that have analysed situations with ex ante moral hazard and ex post adverse selection. In

particular, Lewitt and Snyder (1996) show the incongruence between providing the manager with

right incentives to supply effort ex ante and having him liquidate the project ex post. The payment

the manager gets when the project has to be liquidated (i.e. when the project is a failure) has to be

large enough, but this undermines the incentives of the manager to make the project a success in

the first place (see also Povel (1996) and Quian and Xu (1998)).

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.2 describes the model; section 4 2 1.

contains our main result and section 4.2.2 completes the analysis of short term contracts. Section

4.3 describes the model when long term contracts are feasible, and the last section concludes.

4.2 The model

Consider a risk neutral manager that is hired by risk neutral shareholders to run an investment

project. There are two periods. The project's retum at the end of each of the two periods is given

by ~~ E{~ro, ~r~ }, with ~o c ~~ 1. The success ofthe project depends on the manager's ability. He

can be either good, and then Pr( ~r - ~r~ ~ g) - a9, or bad, and then Pr(~r -;~ ~ ~ b) - ab c a9.

The prior probability that the manager is good is g, while the manager is bad with probability

b- 1- g. The timing is as follows: at the initial date, t- 0, everyone shares the same prior

on the manager's ability (in particular, the manager does not know his quality) and a contract is

signed. At t- 1 the project yields an observable return, and it can be liquidated. The profit and

the liquidation decision are both observed before the manager gets his payment, and both variables

are contractible. If the project is continued, it gives a new return at date 2, after which the manager

gets a new wage, contingent on it. (Alternatively, we can see the manager's total compensation as

consisting of two parts: one of them depends on the liquidation decision and the other one on the

final profit.)
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Prior to the liquidation decision at t- 1, the manager learns his own ability. If he decides

to liquidate, a new manager drawn from the same population as the original will take over, so

that shareholders can obtain the project's ex ante expected value. Hence, it is optimal to liquidate

the project if and only if the manager is of bad quality. To capture the idea that the decision to

liquidate is also a decision to transmit information, we assume that, in the liquidation procedure,

the manager's true quality is revealed (both if he is good and if he is bad).

We assume the firm has all the bargaining power, so that the manager can only accept or

reject the contract he is offered. We assume only short-term performance-contingent contracts are

feasible. In their seminal work, Holmstróm and Ricart i Costa (1986) assume that the employer

can commit to a second-period wage, but performance-contingent contracts are not feasible. The

complementary assumption made here is introduced by Hermalin (1993). As Hermalin points

out, it may be unfeasible for a firm to commit to employ the manager in the second period,

and to commit to some performance-based payment scheme; on the other hand, once signaling

considerations are included, long-term contracts may be eliminated (see Hermalin (1993) and

Hermalin (1988)). On top of these reasons, there is a strong empirical support for this assumptions.

Especially if we consider middle management, but also in the case of higher managerial levels,

merit-awards, bonuses and salary-increases are generally not contracted upon, but are determined

by some higher-level manager or by shareholders, on the basis of their evaluation of the manager's

performance.

There are two constraints the contract has to satisfy: first, the manager is protected by limited

liability (i.e., his wage cannot be negative). Second, the contract has to provide the manager with

a reservation utility which naturally depends on his expected ability. This means that after the

first period outcome is observed, and the beliefs about the manager's quality are updated, the

continuation contract has to provide him with his (updated) expected reservation utility. We assume

that if the manager is known to be ofgood quality he can obtain a reservation utility ofG elsewhere,

while only B if his is known to be bad (B c G). We could see this reservation utility as the

'intrinsic' value of the manager, that he can realise as long as he can show his true quality: for

example, we may think that a good manager could decide to become an independent entrepreneur,

but that in order to do so he needs some financial support, which he can only get ifhe can 'prove'
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his ability. At the initial date the quality is not known to anybody and the reservation utility is

G- bB ~- gG. If the project is liquidated, the manager gets his reservation utility, B or G.

4.2.1 Optimal decision

In order to implement the optimal decision at t- 1, the contracts have to implement a separating

equilibrium where the good manager continues the project and the bad one liquidates it. In such

equilibrium, if the project is continued, the manager is believed to be of good quality, as bad

managers liquidate. Therefore, after continuation the manager is offered a contract w2 -(wo, wl)

satisfying a9w1 f(1 - ay)wo - G.

A contract at date 0 consists of a vector w' -(wo(C),wó(L),wi(C),w;(L)), where wó(C)

is the wage the manager gets if the profit is ~ro and he chooses to continue and the rest are

similarly defined. Notice that the only objective of these wages is to induce the manager to take

the optimal continuation decision, and therefore whether ~ro or T1 have happened is irrelevant, i.e.

wó(C) - wi(C) - w~ and wó(L) - wi(L) - wL.

Under the optimal decision, in the first period the good manager gets w~,. and a9w ~~- (1-ay)wo

in the second one. The bad one gets w~ plus his reservation utility, B. In order for this to be an

equilibrium, neither manager should want to deviate. If the bad manager mimics the good one, he

will get w~ f abwl f(1 - cxb)wo. Equilibrium requíres

w~ ~ B 1 w~ ~- aywl -~ (1 - ab)c.~o (4.53)

This condition imposes that the manager is compensated enough if he liquidates the project and

discloses information about his bad quality. However, this compensation should not be too high,

for if it is, the good manager will also prefer to liquidate. Hence, the following is also required:

w~ f a9w1 ~- ( 1 - a9)wo 1 wL f G (4.54)

The right hand side of(4.54) reflects that if the good manager liquidates the project he reveals that

he is of good quality. We obtain the following result.

Proposition 6 Ther~ does not exist a contract implementing the optimal decision ~a6G 1 c~9B.
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Proof. After continuation, the manager is offered a contract such that a9w~ f(1- a9)wo - G, and

condition (4.54) becomes w~. ? wL. The expected income the bad manager obtains at date 2 if he
mimics the good one is, at least, ab 9 (which corresponds to giving the good manager w, - Q,

9

wo - 0). In this case, (4.53) becomes w~ f B) w~. f a6Q' . Given that w~. ) w~, this condition- 9 -

cannot be satisfied if B C~6 Q~
9

Notice that there is some indeterminacy in the optimal contract when abG C a9B. The reason

is that, with risk neutrality, the second period contract is not uniquely determined, and the income

the bad manager expects to obtain if he mimics the good one depends on his 'expectation' about

what the second period contract will be32. For example, if it is believed that the contract will be set

to minimise the bad manager's incentives to mimic the good one, the optimal contract would be:

At t - 2, any vector satisfying a9w~ -~ (1 - a9)wo - G( in particular, w~ - 9, wo - 0).
At t- 1, any vector satisfying: wc ? wc, w~ ~ B~ wc ~- ab 9 and gwc f(1 - y)wL - G.

4.2.2 Inefficient continuation

When it is not possible to implement the optimal decision, shareholders have to settle for a pooling
equilibrium where both managers liquidate the project. In this case, after both profit realisations

the project is continued. The manager's quality is then determined by Bayes' rule:

Pr(G~~t) - g~9 - 9igay f bab

Pr(G~~ro) - 9(1 - a9) - 9(1 - a9)
- 90g(1 - a9) ~ b(1 - ab) 1 - ga9 - bab

It is straightforward to check that Pr(G~~rt) 1 Pr(G~ro): obviously, the manager expected
quality is higher when the profit in the first period is high. Given those probabilities, if first-
period profit is zrt the manager's reservation utility is G~ - Pr(G~~r~)G ~- Pr(B~~rl)B; Go is
similarly defined. Obviously, Gt ] Go. The second period contracts are given again by two

wages, w' -(wó,wi) if the first period profit is ~r, and similarly wo. If ~rt is observed and

for a given contract, the good manager obtains a9w~ f(1 - a9)wo, which has to exceed Gl.

Similarly, we require c~bwi f(1 - ab)wó ~ Gt (from the bad manager). Those two conditions

imply w~ - wó - Gt and wo - wá - Go.

32 Introducing risk aversion would solve this indeterminacy, but our proposition would remain valid.
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Once we have determined the last period contracts, we can examine the optimal contract at date

zero. This contract is given now by four wages: wi, wo , w~, w~ corresponding to liquidation after

~rl, liquidation after ~ro etc. In order to have a pooling equilibrium, it is necessary that neither type

prefers to liquidate the project. If the good manager liquidates after ~r,, he will get G in the second

period, and w~ in the first one. Hence, for the initial contract to be incentive compatible:

w~ f a9w~ f(1 - a9)wo ) wL ~ G (4.55)

or (given the second period contract already determined):

w~~G, ?w~~G

Similarly, for the bad type after ~rl :

The conditions after ~o are:

and

w~ -}- G~ 1 wL ~- B

w~ -{- Go 1 wo f G

w~fGo~wofB

(4.56)

(4.57)

(4.58)

(4.59)

And finally, the participation constraint:

(9ia9 ~ (1 - 9i)ae)wc ~ (90(1 - cYy) -~ (1 - 90)(1 - ae))w~ 1 G (4.60)

The optimal contract is as follows:

Proposition 7 The pooling equilibrium can always be implemented. The optimal first period

contract is as follows:
IfG)2G,w~-G-G1andw~-G-Go.
If G c 2G, any wage satisfying w~ ~ G- Gl , w~ 1 G- Go and

(9iay -~- (1 - gi)aa)wc } (90(1 - a9) f (1 - go)(1 - an))w~ - G

Proof. First, it is clear from the incentive conditions that wi - 0. Next, (4.57) and (4.59) are never

binding. If the other conditions are binding, w~ - G- G1 and w~ - G- Go. Plugging these in
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the participation constraint, we get:

(.9ia9 ~ (1 - 91)ab)wc f (go(1 - a9) f (1 - go)(1 - ~6))wc ? G

G - (9ia9 ~ (1 - 91 )~b )Ci - (1 - (9i~9 } (1 - 9i )~b))GO - ~i - C i (ryi

i.e. G~ 2G. Hence, if G~ 2C, w~ - C- C1 and wo. - C- Co, and the participation constraint

is not binding. When C c 2C the participation constraint is binding, and the wage scheme is not

unique (notice that the LHS in the participation constraint is the expected cost for the shareholders

any scheme that keeps this condition binding is equally costly). ~

or

4.3 Long term contracts

In this section we modify the previous model to allow for long term contracts. Even ifwe feel that

the initial assumption is most reasonable, we show here that allowing for long term contracts will

not eliminate the conflict between the manager and the shareholders. Of course, the impossibility

result obtained above disappears. Instead, we will show that it is (always) more expensive to

have the bad manager liquidate than to allow him to continue. These agency costs will, in many

circumstances, explain a bias towards continuation of inefficient segments.

4.3.1 Optimal decision

A contract at date 0 consists now of two set of wages. First, the contract determines the date one

payments (the payments after the liquidation decision), which are given by

wl - (wó(C)~wó(L),wi(C),wi(L))

where wó(C) is the wage the manager gets if the profit is ~o and he chooses to continue and the

rest are similarly defined. Second, the contract determines the second period wages, w- (wl, wo).

To implement the optimal decision after the first period profit is realised the wage schedule

has to induce a separating equilibrium, in which the good manager continues and the bad one

liquidates. As in the previous section, the first payments do not differentiate between high or low

profit, i.e. wo(C) - wi(C) - w~ and wó(L) - w~(L) - w~. Under the optimal decision, in the
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first period the good manager gets wc, and a9w1 f ( 1 - a9)wo in the second one. The bad one gets

w~ plus his reservation utility, B. The incentive constraints are now as follows. If the bad manager

mimics the good one, he will get wc f a~w~ f( 1 - ab)wo. We therefore require

w~ f B 1 wc -~ abwl f (1 - ab)wo (4.61)

Similarly, for the good manager:

wc f ayw~ -}- (1 - ag)wo 1 w~, f G

The contract should also respect the participation constraint at date one, i.e.

gw~. f(1 - g)w~ 1 G

It is immediate from (4.61) and (4 62) that wo - 0. These two constraints can then be rewritten

as

w~ ~ B- abw~ 1 w~.

and

wc?wt,fG-a9w1

(4.62)

(4.63)

(4.64)

(4.65)

These conditions imply a lower bound for wt, given by

w1 ~
G-B

(4.66)

We characterise next the optimal contract.

a9 - ab

Proposition 8 The optimal contract is asfollows.~
(i) If abG - ayB G - g(a9 - ab), ~t - ~, wc --~9}~bB, wi - 9-Q ;

G G abCtagB aóGfogB,(22)If- 9(ay-ab) G abG-a9B C 1-9(ay-ab),wc - G-(1-g) Q Q ,`''L - Gfg Q Qg- 6 9- b ~

G- ~1-9)
o Qctoga

(222) If a6G - a9B ~ ~G9 (a9 - ab)o ~C - (], wL - jC9, wl - 9-ab ~ ab~l-9)
~n

Proof. Suppose ( 4.66) and ( 4.63) are both binding. Then (4.64) and (4.65) are also binding (this

is implied by ( 4.66)) and the LHS of (4.64) is equal to the RHS of (4.65), so that we only have to
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analyse one of them. Plugging (4.66) in (4.64) we get

a6G - cr9B
wL -wC~

CYy - LY6

and using (4.63),

and

a9 - ab

These two wages together with ( 4.66) (with equality) form an equilibrium as long as the three

wages are non-negative. As w~ is positive this proves (i.i).

If ~~ -~66 c- 9, wL - 0 and either (4.66) or ( 4.63) is slack. Keeping wl - 9-Qb,
9
QyCi-Q Q fY ~-Q C Ci Bwc -- ', and the total wage cost is TCl - g 9 b' f- a9grz a. If, instead, we keepQy-~6 ~Yy- Qn y-. b

the participation constraint binding and increase w~ ,(4.65) is slack and (4.64) is binding Denote

0 the increase in w~. Condition (4.64) becomes:

G-B
WL - WC - B ~ ab( - ~ .,) -

LY9-CYp

- wC ~ CYpG - CY9B ~
IXb0

CY9 - CYb

and plugging in the participation constraint we get:

wL-G~gabG-a9B~a60
cr9-ab

and therefore:

The total wage cost is then:

wL-Gfg
a6G - ~9B
a9 - ab

c~bG - a9 B
wc-G-(1-g)

a6.9

TCz - G~ ga9
G- B~ ga9~
a9 - ab

G -f- g ~pG-ayB

Q - - Q9 ab

Comparing TCl and TCz we obtain:

TC, c TCz r~

ayái-QyB
ga9B - abG

G G- a9G
f g Q9-~6 ~

a9 - cxb ab
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~pG - CkyB l~i
C --

a9 - ab 9

which is the initial assumption, proving part (i).

Finally, if a6G - a9B c ~`-9 ( a9 - ab), we have again a corner solution, w~ - 0, and as before

either(4.66)or(4.63)isslack. Keepingw~,w~ - a9-Q66 and'TC3 -(1-g)aQ -~bB~a9gQ B.
9- 9

Keeping the participation constraint binding, by the same token as before, the necessary increase
~-(i-9)oo~-e`"

in wl is 0 - Qb l~ 91 ob and the total cost is TC4 - G fga9 9-Q6 ~ga90. Finally, a bit more

algebra gives'fC3 1 TC.~ ~ ahC - aul3 c~~9(a9 - ab) which is again the initial assumption.

This proves part (iii). ~

The optimal contract depends on the 'distance' between C and B. In particular, it depends on the

magnitude of c~bG - a9L3. When this expression is sufficiently negative (part (i)), i.e when f3 is
large (or ~9 is large enough relative to ab) it is impossible to keep (4.66) and (4.63) binding. In this

case it is optimal to allow the manager to obtain some rent at the first stage, so that gw~. f (1 - g)

w~ 1 G. Similarly, when ahG - c~9B is sufficiently positive (G is large or a4 is small enough

relative to ab, wl ] 9-Q ( part (iii)). Between these two regions, both constraints are binding.

From Proposition 1, the total wage cost in each of the three regions is as follows:

(z) 9~9H ~bc } ~ c-e
ay-ab 9g~y-áy

TL, - (ii) C ~- a9g 9-g

C-(1-g)~á9~obBC-L3(222) ii -~ CYgg ~s-~b ~ Q6~1-9) ~

4.3.2 Inefficient continuation

Although the efficient liquidation policy is always feasible in this context, we examine now the

possibility ofallowing the bad manager to continue inefficiently the project. As we have just seen,

inducing the manager to liquidate the activity requires paying him to do so, and this increases the

wage costs. If the cost of having the manager take the optimal decision i s high enough, shareholders

may be willing to forego liquidating the activiry when it is unprofitable.

In this case, after both profit realisations the project is continued. Recall how the timing goes:

first, the profit is realised, and then the manager decides whether to liquidate. He then gets his first-
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period wage depending on those two observable variables. If he decides to continue, we assume

he cannot liquidate the project any more.

For the good manager to continue the project, the following is required:

wc ~ agw~ ~ w~ -~ G (4.67)

The condition for the bad manager is

wcfabwl ~wcfB

And again the initial participation constraint has to be met:

gwc ~ (1 - g)wL ~ G

(4.68)

(4.69)

From ( 4.67) and (4.68), wL - 0(if no manager should liquidate the project, the payment from

doing so should be as low as possible). The optimal contract is then:

Proposition 9 The optimal contract implementing the pooling equilibrium is given by:

wL - O,WC - 9 , wr - 0, and the total cost is TC - G.

Proof. If the participation constraint is binding, wc - 9. Notice now that ~- G f i~ 9y1 B~

G 1 B. Hence, (4.67) and (4.68) are immediately satisfied ~

In this case it is sufficient to compensate the manager for the decision to continue, and, as both

of them will do, it is not necessary to allow the manager to obtain any rent in the second period.

Comparing propositions 3 and 4, the following corollary results.

Corollary 10 The total wage cost of implementing the separating equilibrium is afways higher

than the cost of implementing the pooling equilibrium.

Proof. Follows immediately from observing that the participation constraint (4.63) is binding in

the pooling equilibrium, and wl - 0, while in the separating equilibrium (4.63) may or may not

be binding, while wl 1 0. ~
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4.4 Conclusion

We propose an explanation for the empirical observation that managers are usually reluctant to
sell assets and divisions. It is generally observed that firms can more easily expand or diversify
than focus or down-size. The main argument we propose is that the decision to liquidate is a
decision to disclose information, and that the infonnation revealed when unprofitable assets are
sold is damaging to the manager's reputation. We assume that the unprofitablility of the project
is due to managerial incompetence, but the short-term results from the project are only partially
informative about this (e.g. an inherently profitable project may yield bad results due to temporary
elements, or to simple bad luck) while only the manager possesses the true information. We show
that, when managerial compensation is based on short-term performance-based contracts, it may
be impossible to write a contract with the manager that induces him to abandon an inetiïcient
proj ect.

We also analyse the same model when long-term contracts are allowed, and show that it is
always more costly to induce a(bad) manager to liquidate the project than to let him continue it.



Chapter 5

Competition and Capital Structure: Some
Empirical Evidence

We analyse empirically some thenries that predict capital structure from product market consia!

erations. We ftnd evidence thatfirms competrng rn strategie substitutes (quantities) have higher

leverage than those competing in strategrc complements (prices), as predicted by Brarrder and

Lewis (1986) and Showalter (199~). We alsofirrd lhat small ftrms in dominated industries use

less long-term defit than small firms in compeUtive industries, whrch is consistent wiih predation

stories such as Bolton andScharfstetn (l990).

5.1 Introduction

The interaction between capital structure and product market competition has been recognized at

least since the publication ofBrander and Lewis (1986) seminal work. Since the appearance of this

paper, several other theories have been developed trying to understand how leverage affects product

market behaviour Some of these theories, like Brander and Lewis' 'limited liability effect' have

also implications that work the other way, i.e. a firm's capital structure should reflect the nature

of the product market. With respect to the former causality, the main issue is whether issuing debt

makes firms compete more or less aggressively in the product market, an implication that has been

tested with ambiguous results by Phillips (1992), Chevalier (1995a,b) and Kovenock and Phillips

(1995, 1997). However, the reversed causality has not been contrasted with data so fac This is

what we attempt to do in this chapter.

We examine empirically several theories that predict capital structure from product market

characteri sti cs.

Firstly, the aforementioned work of Brander and Lewis demonstrates that in Cournot markets

(i.e. when firms compete in 'strategic substitutes', in the terminology of Bulow et al. (1985))

issuing debt makes a firm a more aggressive competitor, increasing its own profit and reducing its
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rivals'. As a result, when all firms determine their capital structures in equilibrium, they play a

prisoners' dilemma in which all end up with more leverage than is optimal from an aggregate point

of view Showalter (1995) shows that the result of Brander and Lewis still holds (at least when

uncertainty regards demand) when firms compete in prices ('strategic complements'). However, in

this case all firms end up better off when they all issue debt than otherwise. We test whether or not

firms competing in strategic complements have more leverage than firms competing in strategic

substitutes

Dasgupta and Titman (1998) and Glazer (1994) show that when long-term debt is modeled

explicitely, new issues arise. In the theory developed by the first two authors the prediction is

again that firms competing in strategic complements will issue more (long-term) debt. However,

as shown by Glazer's work, other considerations arise in this situation, and the implications are

ultimately not clear Nevertheless we test the first authors' theory.

Bolton and Scharfstein (1990) demonstrate that a financially weak rival will be an easier target

ofpredatory behavior in the product market when financial contracts are incomplete. According to
this, we should expect small firms in dominated markets (markets with a firm controlling the largest

share of the market, followed by a fringe of small rivals) to have low leverage, to avoid potential

predatory actions. Finally, Maksimovic (1988) has extended the classic model of collusion in

oligopolies to allow for the choice of debt levels. He demonstrates that issuing debt reduces the

future benefits ofcollusion, and thereby the costs of deviating from collusive agreements. Hence,

oligopolies should tend to have lower leverage ratios than other industries.

In order to test the first theories we need to classify the firms in four categories: oligopolistic

firms competing in strategic substitutes and strategic complements, small 'dominated' firms and

competitive firms. This is done on the basis of market shares. In order to assign firms to one of

the first two categories, we develop the following method. According to theory, if firms compete

in strategic substitutes (complements), reaction functions in the relevant variable are downward

(upward) sloping. We show that, under fairly general assumptions, if the relevant variable (prices

or quantities) is replaced by sales, the slopes preserve their sign. This allows us to assess the

strategic nature of the market by simply regressing the sales of one firm on the sales of its rival(s).
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In this way we are able to classify the vast majority of the oligopolistic firms (and industries) in

our sample.

Our results indicate that these considerations are indeed relevant. Our conclusions are as

follows: Firstly, firms competing in strategic complements tend to use less long-term and total

debt than strategic substitutes, which is consistent with theory. Secondly, small firms facing a

big rival issue more short term debt than competitive ones, but less long term debt. This can be

explained by the predation models is we accept that firms may see long term debt as the component

of the liability side that makes them financially weak. If this is the case, our data provide evidence

that predation is a concern for small firms, in that they tend to have less risky debt structures.

SZ Theories and hypotheses

The models we are going to discuss share a common structure. They try to establish a link between

the structure of the product market a firm competes ín and the firm's financial structure.33 We

will look at those models in which capital structure has a commitment effect (as opposed to the

'industry-equilibrium' models, see Zechner (1996). At least in the way they have been developed

so far, these models only analyse competitive industries, not oligopolies.).

5.2.1 The'limited liability effect'

Strategic substitutes: Brander and Lewis (1986)

The first theory linking product markets and financial sttucture is developed by Brander and

Lewis (1986). Consider the following two-step duopoly game. At the initial date, firms -future

shareholders, or a manager representing them- choose capital structures. It is assumed that debt is

fairly priced, and therefore it is in the shareholders' interest to maximize firm value. At the second

stage, firms compete in a Cournot fashion (products are strategic substitutes). However, the market

demand is affected by a random shock (some residual uncertainty)'a, which is only revealed after

firms make their quantity choices. It is assumed that 'good' states of the world are associated with

high marginal profits. This is a crucial assumption, but is the natural one, as the authors discuss.

33 ~ will not consider managerial theories, i.e., we will assume that managers act always in the best interest of the
firm's shareholders. For an analysis of managerial incentives and product market structure, see Fershtman and Judd
(1987).

3a The same results can be obtained if the shock affects the cost functions.
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Consider now the second stage of the game. Given a debt level, for each pair of quantities there

is a critical state of the world such that the fitm's profit is just enough to repay its debt. For lower

realizations, debt cannot be repaid, and shareholders get nothing. Therefore, when making their

quantity choice, shareholders will maximize the firm's profit over the range of values for which

the firm is not bankrupt. Given the assumption above, this means they ignore those states with low

marginal profitability, and as a result, they will choose a higher quantity than if the firm was all

equity financed. Moreover, the higher the debt level, the larger is the range of market sizes they

will ignore, and the larger the quantity they will produce.

The result therefore is that high debt levels are associated with a more aggressive product market

strategy. In any market with strategic substitutes, any device that induces the firm to play a more

aggressive strategy in a credible way, induces a softer response from its rival (i.e. a lower quantity),

and results in higher profits (lower for the rival).

It is then clear that in the first stage of the game, when firms choose debt levels, they will play a

prisoner's dilemma game, in which both will want to issue some positive debt level (and both will

end up worse off than if they simply played the standard Cournot quantities).

Strategic complements: Showalter (1995)

In the model we have just summarized, Brander and Lewis consider a market where firms'

choice variables are strategic substitutes (roughly, they compete in quantities). Showalter (1995)

has investigated the case where firms compete in prices. In this case, the prediction for capital

structure depends on the type of uncertainty that is assumed. If the uncertainty is in the demand

functions, again for small market realizations shareholders get nothing, and they will maximize

firm value restricted to the upper side of the support of the random shock. And again they will

ignore the states of demand where marginal profit is small, with the difference that marginal profit

is now defined with respect to prices, not quantities. The result is then that shareholders will pick

a higher price if there is some debt outstanding than otherwise. In equilibrium all firms will issue

strictly positive debt levels. However, with cost uncertainty (instead of demand uncertainty) no

firm would issue debt, as doing so reduces both the firm's and its rivals' profitsj5. The reason is

that if a firm issues debt, it will consider only low cost states, and therefore it will charge lower

3s The same resulis are obtained by Dasgupta and Titman (1998) in a different model.
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prices than with no leverage. This, in turn, induces the rival to reduce its price as well, resulting in

lower profits for the first firm. In a real-world situation where both types ofuncertainty are likely

to be present, we should observe firms competing in strategic substitutes to issue less debt than

those competing in strategic complements.

5.2.2 Long term debt

Dasgupta and Titman (1998) have analysed the strategic effect of long term debt.'" Issuing long

term debt not only afiects the probability of bankruptcy, but it also afiects the rate at which the

firm discounts future profits, thereby affecting is current strategic behaviour.

In their duopoly model firms compete at two stages. At the initial stage firms compete in prices

(strategic complements). The resulting equilibrium determines each firm's market share for the

second period: the lower the firm's price, the higher its market share. The profit in the second

period is increasing in the market share. Therefore, when a firm chooses its first period price, it

has to consider two opposing efiects. A high price in the first period increases its profit (in part

through the increase in its rival's price), but decreases its market share in the second period. The

reasoning is then straightforward: issuing long-term debt raises the discount rate the firm applies to

future profits (simply because it is less likely to obtain any profit at all after repaying the debt"),

and therefore the loss in market share becomes less relevant. As a result the firm will charge a

higher initial price. In equilibrium both firms will issue debt, and both will be charging higher

prices in the first stage compared with the all equity case (notice that since the market-shares game

is a zero-sum game, none of the firms looses anything if both increase their prices).

Consider now the alternative case where firms compete in quantities. The obvious assumption

now is that a firm's market share is increasing in the quantity it produces and as before, issuing

long-term debt raises the discount rate. Starting from an all equity situation, if a firm issues long-

term debt, it has less incentives to over-produce in the first period. But in this case this induces the

rival fitm to over-produce more, because quantities are strategic substitutes. Hence when a firm
3s Glazer (1994) extends Brander and Lewis (1986) to allow for long term debt Howeve~ he only analyses the
problem of how long term debt affects the product maricet competition, and not the equilibrium capital structures. As
he points out, that is a complicated question, and his model does not provide clear intuitions about this initial stage.

37 Suppose long term debt is so high that the firm will be able to repay only if market conditions are exceptionally
good. Then, the long term profit is basically irrele~ ant for the first period choice of prices, i.e. it is ven heavily
discounted.
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issues long-term debt it is unambiguously worse off Dasgupta and Titman (1998) conclude that

in equilibrium no firm will issue any long-term debt. The hypothesis is then that with strategic

substitutes fitms will issue less long-term debt than with strategic complements (i.e. quite the

opposite to what the 'limited liability' models predict).

5.2.3 Collusion

Maksimovic (1988) considers a repeated oligopoly. As it is well-known (see e.g. Green and Porter,

1984, Friedman, 1971) when firms repeatedly compete in an oligopoly a collusive equilibrium

where firms achieve a monopolistic outcome can be achieved by means of trigger strategies

-basically playing the collusive outcome until somebody deviates, and playing the one-stage

equilibrium thereafter Maksimovic (1988) considers the effect of introducing debt into that

framework. He assumes that firms issue some debt on which they will have to pay a constant

coupon in every period forever The simplest version of the model is as follows. There are n. firms

in the market; denote ;~~`, ~d, ~~` the profit a fitm obtains from playing the collusive (monopoly)

outcome, from deviating and from playing the static equilibrium The condition necessary to

sustain the collusive outcome is

~~~` ;~`
~m~ ó i íTd~

ó

which is satisfied for high enough discount rates b, in particular, if b C S- ~á-rm . Suppose now

that a firm issues debt with a coupon payment of b, where b~ ;~ ~. Given this last assumption, if

shareholders deviate, debt holders will gain control of the firm and shareholders will get nothing.

The new condition needed is then:

~r~` - b
7rm ~ b. i 7~d

which is satisfied if 6 C ó- d~`-6 . Given that b)~~, ó C b, i.e. the new condition is more- n -~m -
restrictive. Actually, we can interpret this condition as imposing an upper bound on the debt level

the firm can take without breaking the collusive agreement. If we include an advantage of debt,

such as taxes, this gives testable implications. In particular, we will pay attention to the following:

debt-equity ratios will be lower in oligopolistic industries than in others.38

38 This hypothesis could be strengthened to predict that concentrated oligopolies should have higher debt-equity
ratios than less concentrated ones. However. that our sample is not rich enough to test for degrees of concentration in
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Notice that in this model there is no uncertainty and therefore no distinction is implied for

strategic substitutes and complements.

5.2.4 Predation

Bolton and Scharfstein (1990) have shown that a firm with a deep pocket may find it profitable

to engage in predatory actions against a financially week rival. In that model it is assumed that

one of the firms is financially constrained while the other is not, and therefore the model does

not generate predictions about capital structure directly. There are many industries with one

dominating firm (with a very large market share) competing with small rivals. We could think that

in this type of industry the large firm has an incentive to try and get rid of its small competitors (and

casual evidence suggest that predatory actions occur from large dominant firms against its smaller

competitors). Applying the idea in the model above, if the small firms are highly indebted they

will be an easier prey than otherwise, so we may expect small firms in these 'quasi-monopolies'

to be less indebted than small firms in competitive industries.

Summarising, these are the hypothesis we test: (r ) firms competing in strategic substitutes issue

less debt than those competing in strategic complements, (ii ) with strategic substitutes firms will

issue less long-term debt than with strategic complements, (iri ) small firms in dominated industries

are less indebted than small firms in competitive industries, and (iv) oligopolistic industries are

less indebted than others (competitive or dominated).

5.3 Measuring Strategic Interaction

The theories discussed above apply in turn to different types of industries. The theories on strategic

interaction are valid for oligopolistic industries, the predation story applies to industries with

a dominant firm where the small firms should issue less debt than small firms in competitive

industries. Accordingly, we classify each industry in our data base in one of three groups:

oligopolies, dominant firm and competitive industries. Once we have identified the industries

that can be considered oligopolies (see next section), we need to divide those industries into those

competing in strategic substitutes and those competing in strategic complements. Sundaram et

oligopolies.
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al. (1996) and Kedia (199s) derive empirical methods to estimate whether firms are strategic

complements or substitutes. The first authors use the correlation coefficient between a firm's

(estimated) marginal profit and its rival's (estimated) change in the strategic variable. Strategic

interaction depends on how a firm's marginal profit changes with changes in its rivals choice

variable. They measure firm i's marginal profit as the quotient between the change in its net

income and the change in its sales between two subsequent periods, ós~ . The change in its rivals'

strategic variable is proxied by the change in its competitors' aggregate sales, Os- 2. Then, the

correlation coefficient between these two variables is a direct proxy for the cross-second derivative

of firm i's profit (which is the basis for the rigorous definition of strategic interaction, see Bulow

et al. (198s)). Kedia (1998) uses the total differential of the marginal profit to estimate its cross

derivative. Taking the total difTerential produces a linear function in the changes in each firm's

quantity or price that can be estimated using OLS.

The main flaw ofboth methods is that prices and quantities are not observable. They circumvent

this problem by using sales to proxy for prices and quantities. However, a change in sales can be

due to a change in prices or to a change in quantities, so it is not clear how sales should behave

as functions of quantities and prices, nor how the profit should behave as a function of sales.

Moreover, sales are basically the revenues the firm obtains from the product market, and therefore

the difference between sales and EBIT is mainly the total cost. To see this point, suppose for

concreteness that firm's compete in quantities. Define firm i's profit as

~~(9z,q~) - P(qti,q~)qz - c(qz) - R,(92,q~) - ~(qz) (s.~o)

where Rt(.) denotes the revenues (i.e. sales), and where we incorporate the usual assumption that

the cost function depends only of the firm's own quantity. The cross derivative of the profit with

respect to both quantities is:

a2~t(4i, 4~) a2Ri(4z, 4i)

a4ia4,; - aq~aq;

which shows that the cross derivative of the profit is the same object as the cross derivative of the

sales. Obviously, it is hard to justify the use of sales to proxy for quantities or prices.
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5.3.1 The behaviour of sales

In this section we will look at how the sales of two duopolists will change when the strategic

variable (price or quantity) changes In both cases we start from an equilibrium situation, and

examine the effect of increasing the marginal revenue ofone of the firms -through some exogenous

shock-, which shifts this fitm's reaction function, inducing a new equilibrium (for example, an

outward shift in the demand function).

Strategic substitutes. Suppose firms compete in quantities. Profits are then given by

~~(4t, 4i~ tz) - Pt(4~, 4i~ tz)42 - Ct(42) - Rz(4z; 4i, tz) - Cti(4~)

where tz is a parameter that shifts the marginal revenue. We make the following assumptions:

(i)a~ G 0, ( ii) a2~~ C 0, (iii.)~ C 0: the first inequality is the usual concavity condition;ae; a9.ae~ - a9; -
the second and the third are related to the type of competition: (ii) is the definition of strategic

substitutes, while (iii) is a natural condition in order for ( ii) to be satisfied.

Further, we make the following assumptions on the demand parameter, t;:

aP:
(A I ) ac; 1 0,

a~-~ ~-(A2) aq ~. - a9 ~ aqsat 4z 1 0.

Assumption ( A1) is just a convention. The second assumption is a natural one, once we have

adopted (A 1): if the demand function shifts out, we expect the firm to produce a larger a quantity,
all the rest given, i.e. we expect its reaction function to shift out as well. The necessary condition

to obtain this is that the marginal revenue shifts out.

We show that the firms' sales move in opposite directions as a result of a move in tz:

Proposition 11 An increase in tt increases R~ anddecreases R~39.

39 The same result can be proven when the parameter t; changes the marginal cost, i.e. v~ vé, ~ 0. The changes in
ihe revenue are as follows:

and

dR; aR; 8R; 8qi 8q;
~--- c 0

~~ - aq~ aq~ aq; ~;

dR~ - 8R~ 8R~ 8q~ 8q;
~--- ~0

dt; - 89; a9i ~4~ ~~
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Proof. Straightforward differentiation gives:

dRz aR; aRt aq; á9É aRi
-~--- f-)0

dt: - aq2 aqi a4i at; atti

as the marginal revenue is positive (~ ~ 0), ~ G 0, á G 0 and á ~ 0(as a result of (A1)),

so that the term in brackets is positive, and the quantity increases with tt. Similarly:

dR; - aR; aR; aq; aqt
f-- GO

dt; aqt aq; aqt at;

as~GO ~)0 ~Goand~l0. ~a9; ~ a9; ~ aqi aei

Strategic complements. If firms compete in prices, we assume firm i's profit is given by

~t(~z,Pi,tz) - Dt( Pi~Pi~tz)P~ - C;(~(P:,P~)) - Rti(Pz,Pi,tt) - Cz(Dti(Pti,Pi)) (5.71)

where tt is a parameter that shifts out the demand function, and thereby the marginal revenue (i.e.

we maintain assumptions (A1) and (A2) with the obvious change of quantities by prices). The

following assumptions are analogue to (i), (ii) and ( iii) above: a~ G 0, ~:aP ) 0, á ) 0.

Suppose now there is an exogenous shock to the demand schedule, dt; ] 0. Because the marginal

revenue is increasing in ti, ~ 1 0, and firm i's sales will increase iff:

dRz aRi aRi ap; 8p; aR~
dtz

- f -- ~ -áPz ap; a~2 átt ati
a~ a~z aRi aRz ap;- ~- ~--~o (s72)a~ti áti ati a~; aP:

Proposition 12 Ifdemand is linear and costs ar~ convex,
(i) ~ 1 0, and

dR(22) d 1 0

Proof. ( i) The second term in (5.72) is positive, as both factors are positive. The first term is
gR:

positive iff ~ G -~-.
~Pi

~-82C ~~
8ti 8D 8Pi 8ti

From the first order conditions for profit maximisation, ~-- 6Di a o ( eDi l and after
2 ePi ~l ~Pi I

6Hi

simplifying we get: ~ G -~ ~
8Pi

aD; aD; a2ctpta~t - Dz G-Dz aPt aD2
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which is true since the LHS is negative and the RHS positive, proving part (i).

(ii) We turn now to firm j. Firm j's change in sales is given by

dR; 8R; ~ 8R; ~p; 8p~
dtti - DPz aP~ aPt ~ att

an;

From (5.73), ~ ) 0 t~ áP c-~ or
Bp;

~ - aZ~ ~~ aD
ap; a aP; ap, P; p

]
2~- a~ ( ~l 2 P; ~~- D;

an, aD; ` ~~ J

which can be simplified to:

(5.73)

- á2C; aD; áD;
D~ D ~ aD'

óD~ ~Pi aPz
~ i P~ D.pi

which is true as, again, the LHS is positive and the RHS negative ~

When demand is not linear, the results may be reversed if demand is sufficiently convex and if

~ is sufficiently positive. For example, the sufficient condition for proposition 12(i) to hold

is:

óD; (8Dt ó2Dt 1 8Cz ~lDz 8D~
- Dz

~3D; D2Dz
)P:

áP~ (` ótt - Pt aPz~c J } P:(P: - áDt ) e3P2 ót; ( átt ~ PZ áP~at~
áDi 8Dz á2C~ áC; á2Dt óDz )

(5.74)G-D; aPt ~t aDs - aDz aPtatt (P~
áP~ - DL

The RHS remains positive, while the LHS depends on the magnitude of the second derivatives.

Notice though that the second term in (5.74) is positive, so that even though the first one were

slightly negative the overall outcome should remain positive.

Both Propositions together imply that an increase in tt ends up increasing both firm's sales, and

therefore the sales of both firms move in the same direction.

The results in propositions 11 and 12 have only been proved for linear demand schedules;

however, as we can see from (5.74), other formulations should also work. Moreover, we look

at quarterly data, and therefore the changes from one period to another should be reasonably well

approximated with a linear function.
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The results can be easily generalised to other kinds of shocks. For example, if firms compete

also in advertising expenses, any exogenous change (say, a change in the capital structure or a

change in control) that makes a fitm invest more in advertising would have the same effect. More

in general, the result holds for any shock that makes a firm behave more aggressively, while this

behaviour is accompanied by an increase in this firm's sales.

The main drawback of our results is that they do not hold if we parameterised the profit through

the cost function, i.e. if the initial change if a firm's strategy results from a change in its marginal

cost. In fact, if the marginal cost of one fitm increases, this firm will charge a higher price, but

it will end up selling less than before the shock However, if both firms' costs are affected, our

results would hold again Thus, we do not expect this to be a big problem, since at the four-digit

level firms should be close competitors, and be affected by the same shocks to the input prices.

The next section deals with the econometric problems our method brings about.

5.3.2 Empirical Estimation

Our purpose is then to estimate the slope of the function relating firm's sales to its rivals'. [n order

to facilitate the estimation, we make the further assumption that, for industries with more than two

firms, reaction functions are of the following form

Rt - az ~ ~3~ ~ R~ ~ e~ (5.75)
i,i~z

for i running through all firms in a given industry, where az and (jt are coefficients to be estimated,

Et is an error term, and j tuns through all firm i's competitors. Therefore, we assume that each

firm's sales are a function of the aggregate sales of its rivals.'~

Two problems arise from equation (5.75). Firstly, the sales series are strongly trended. This

in turn is due to two factors: all data are in nominal terms, and therefore affected by inflation.

This is solved by simply deflating all data using the GDP deflator as provided in Datastream. A

more serious problem is that, in a non-stationary environment, there will be exogenous shocks

affecting all firms' cost and demand functions. For example, if costs are declining over time, all

4o For one industn (SIC code 3081) the estimation is made separately, for the high multicollineanry did not allow
the esumation othenvise.
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firms' reaction functions will shift outwards over time, producing spurious positive correlation,

that would lead us to classify them as strategic complements, when in fact they may not be. In

order to minimise this problem, we need some aggregate measure of how the sales of all firms

will be changing in any given period due purely to exogenous reasons. We tackle this problem by

further 'deflating' all firms' sales using the aggregate growth rate of the sales of all firms ín the

same two~ligit SIC code: for every period, we calculate the sum of the sales (in real terms) of

all the firms in the corresponding two-digit industry, and then calculate the rate of growth." To

the extent that this eliminates the aggregate trend, we are back in a stationary environment. For

most industries, this generates stationary series of sales for all firms. In a few cases~'-, the common

positive trend persists, and then we take first differences to eliminate it.

Second, we only have observations of eqziilibrium quantities for every period, which are

determined by the interaction between both reaction functions. Therefore, we cannot treat R;

in (5.75) as exogenous, and we have an endogeneity problem. As a result, we need an instrument

to substitute for R;. This instrument has to be correlated with R;, but not with Ri, i e. we need a

variable that moves firm j's reaction function, without moving firm i,'s. The only available variable

is the 'cost of goods sold'. Dividing this by total sales for every period, we obtain the average cost

(AC~) that can act as a proxy for the marginal costa'.

5.4 Data and empirical estimation

5.4.1 Oligopolies, monopolies, competitive industries

The classification of the firm in these three groups is made on the basis of market shares,

considering a'market' as all the firms included in the same four-digit SIC code in the database.

The main problem that this poses is the (potentially dangerous) omission of firms not included

in the Compustat database, which may lead us to consider as an oligopoly an industry which is

actually competitive. In order to minimize this problem we use very restricted criteria to classify

4r For two industries, 2030 and 3524, deflating the data with the GDP deflator produces already stationary data. and
the latter step is skipped. In all cases, the assessment of whether the series is 'stationarv' is done by direct inspection.

42 Eight industries: 2250, 2451, 2531, 2590, 3442, 3861, 5651 and 5731.
43 Notice that this cocient gives us a real-term variable, assuming of course that the deflator of the GDP is the

appropriate inflation rate for both variables.
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the industries. In particular, we only consider oligopolies those industries where a maximum of

four firms control at least 850~0 of the market, each of them having at least 20a~o of it.~ Similarly, a

dominant-firm industry is defined by having one firm controlling at least 800~0 of the market with

no competitor having more than l0a~o. This results in 52 oligopolistic industries, 39 industries with

dominant firm (97 small firms) and 17 competitive industries ( 388 firms).

For each of these oligopolies, we estimate expression (5.75) for all the firms in the industry,

using three stage least squares. For some industries the high degree ofmulticollinearity produces

an almost singular matrix, and then each equation is estimated independently by two-stage least

squares. In most cases it was necessary to allow for autocorrelated error terms. In all cases, forty

quarterly observations are used, covering the period 1987-1996. We start with 52 oligopolies.45 In

five of them the reaction functions of the different firms had different signs, and were excluded.
For one industry the slopes were not significantly different from zero; this industry is also left out.

(See Appendix 1 for more details.) We end up with 47 oligopolies, of which 25 (60 firms) turn out

to compete in strategic complements and 22 (57 firms) in strategic substitutes. Summary statistics

for each group are presented later (see table 1).

5.5 Capital structure

We follow Harris and Raviv (1991) who in their survey state that the general conclusion from

empirical evidence is that "leverage increases with fixed assets, nondebt tax shields, growth

opportunities, and firm size and decreases with volatility, advertising expenditures, research and

development expenditures, bankruptcy probability, profitability and uniqueness of the product" (p.

334, cited also in Rajan and Zingales (1995)). Our control variables are as follows:

Fixed assets. Tangible assets can be pledged as collateral, thereby reducing agency costs

problems as described in e.g. Myers and Maljuf (1984). We measure the collateral value of assets

as the proportion of fixed assets in the firm's total assets (FA). It is expected to affect leverage

positively.

44 In fact only four industries out of 52 contain four firms.
4s Vlé ehminate all industries that do not have a complete series of data for all the finns considercd oligopolists.
This excludes industries where some firm provides data only semi-annually, and industries where some big firm was
listed after 1986, resulting in an incomplete series.
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Size. It is widely recognized to influence capital structure, although the theoretical argument

is not clear as to which direction that effect goes. Larger firms are more unlikely to fail, and

have therefore less expected bankruptcy costs (hence more debt) On the other hand, larger firms

should suffer from less agency costs derived from information asymmetries, since are generally

better known to investors. This should favour the use of equity instead of debt. Be it as it may, we

measure size as the natural logarithm of sales (SIZE).

Profitability. A direct consequence of the 'pecking order theory' is that more profitable firms

will be financed with less debt, as they dispose of more internally generated funds. Jensen's free

cash flow theory ( Jensen, 1986) points in the same direction. We measure profitability as operating

income divided by firm value or total assets (OI).

Growth opportunities: according to received theory, firms with few growth opportunities

should have higher debt ratios, since the lack of growth opportunities worsens agency problems

(Jensen and Meckling, 1976, Jensen, 1989). Conversely, high debt levels can jeopardize profitable

investment opportunities (Stulz, 1990) so firms with many growth opportunities should have less

debt. We use capital expenditures over sales as proxy for this factor (CAPEX).

lblatility. Measured as the standard deviation of EBIT over total assets (VOL). [t has been

demonstrated to have an impact on capital structure, through potential banktuptcy costs, by

DeAngelo and Masulis ( 1980) among others.

Non debt tax shields. Depreciation, RBcD or investment tax credits can be substitutes for the

tax benefits of debt, and this may induce a negative correlation. We measure this factor, following

Titman and Wessels, as OI - i- T~.48, normalízing with sales (NDTS). It is expected to have a

negative impact on leverage (though Bradley et al. among others find a positive relation - see the

quote above).

Uniqueness: Titman ( 1984) demonstrates that uniqueness should be negatively related to

leverage, because of the costs that bankruptcy imposes on the customers, employees and suppliers.

We use, as TW, RBcD expenses over sales as a proxy for this variable~.

Bankruptcy costs: Titman ( 1984) and Titman and Wessels ( 1988) argue that equipment man-

ufacturing firms will impose high banktuptcy costs on their consumers and other stakeholders,

46 RBcD is also a proxy for growth opportunities.
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and this will affect leverage negatively. Following Titman and Wessels ( 1988) we define a dummy

vanable (RD) that equals one for industries between SIC-codes 3400 and 4000 and zero otherwise.

The determinants of the maturity structure of debt have been analysed by Barclay and Smith

(1995) among others. They find that firms with few growth options and large firms have more

long term debt. They also find that regulated firms have more long term debt; however, the

only remaining regulated industries in our time window are utilities, which are excluded from our

sample. Hence, using the same proxies for maturity should cover all potentially relevant factors.

On top of these variables, we add three dummy variables, that capture the type of industry the

firm operates in, as described above. These dummies are: SS equals 1 if firms compete in strategic

substitutes and zero otherwise. SC is similarly defined for strategic complements. SMON equals

one if the firm is a small firm in a dominant-firm industry and zero otherwise.

Measures ofleverage . Short term, long term debt and total debt divided by market value of the

firm (SM, LM, TM), and divided by total assets (SB, LB, TB)" We also measure short term debt

using the 'short term liabilities' item; short term debt is not available for some firms, and several

more report zero short term debt. Moreover, the initial results suggested that our dummy variables

could be related to the maturity structure of the liability side of the firm (short-term vs long-term

debt). Therefore we also analyse the maturity (MAT) defined as the ratio of short-term liabilities

to total debt.

All data are obtained from the Compustat data base and are three-year averages (1994-1996) to

reduce measurement errors.

Table 1`18 presents summary statistics of the regressors, table 2 presents the correlation matrix

and table 3 the summary statistics of the variables classified by groups.

From the latter, it appears that strategic substitutes and strategic complements firms differ only

in the volatility (when we look at the control variables): firms competing in prices have more

volatile earnings than those competing in quantities. Dominated firms are naturally smaller than

competitive ones, and also smaller than oligopolistic ones (which are the biggest). The tangibles

ratio (FA) is strikingly higher in competitive firms, roughly double than in all other groups; this

47 Vlé use total assets instead of equiry because the latter is negative for a fair amount of firms, rendering the quotient
meaningless. Moreover, sometimes it is very small, generating large outliers.

48 All tables are resented in Ap ppendix 2 to this chapter.
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may explain why these firms have higher long term debt levels. Moreover, the opposite holds

for short term debt: small dominated firms have short term ratios roughly double than competitive

ones. Long term debt is clearly higher for strategic substitutes firms than for strategic complements

ones, and the same holds for short-term debt when measured as short term liabilities. When we

measure it as short term debt no difference arises. The same can be inferred from the correlation

matrix. strategic substitutes is basically uncorrelated with all measures of leverage, while the

correlation coefficients between strategic complements and long-term and total debt are negative

and large in magnitude. Quite surprisingly, the dummy for bankruptcy costs is highly negatively

correlated with collateral, which explains the negative correlation between BR and long-term debt.

Finally, dominated firms have high negative correlations with long-term and total debt.

5.6 Results

The results of the regressions of these variables on the measures of capital structure are shown

in Table 4. The first two columns present the results for total debt. The third and forth for long-

term debt, and the two after for short-term debt. Finally, the last column shows the results for the

maturity of debt.

The results for the control variables are very much in line with the general observation made

by Harris and Raviv mentioned above. RBcD, SIZE, profitability, and volatility have the predicted

signs, and are for the most part significant. Capital expenditures is only consistently significant in

short-term debt and in maturity, with the right sign. NDTS is only significant in the regressions for

long term and total debt, when market values are used. The signs are negative, according to theory

(DeAngelo and Masulis (I980)), although against some empirical evidence. Finally, the dummy

for the bankruptcy costs is always positive, though only in three cases significant. It is significant

in the short-term regressions, which could mean that firms with large bankruptcy costs tend to

use short-term debt instead of long-term debt (however, this variable is not significant -though it

is positive- for maturity). Something similar happens with fixed assets. Firms with many assets

that can be pledged as collateral have clearly more long-term debt and more total-debt. However,

the coefficients for short-term debt are in both cases negative. Moreover, the maturity variable is

strongly significant. All this suggests again that firms with few fixed assets resort to short-term
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debt when they cannot access long-term financing. We also find that larger firms have more long

term debt ( according to the results of Barclay and Smith (1995)) However, our measures ofgrowth

opportunities have both the wrong sign (CAPEX and RBcD).

5.6.1 Product market structure

With respect to our dummy variables, two results appear clearly. First, it seems that firms compet-

ing ín prices have less total and long-term debt that those competing in quantities: the coefficients

are all negative and significant for SS, while they are not significant (and extremely small in mag-

nitude) for SC. Moreover, the difference between SS and SC coefiicients is significantly different

from zero are five percent confidence level in all cases; a firm competing in prices has on av-

erage 60~0 less (market value) long-term debt and So~o total debt than a competitive firm, or one

competing in quantities (the means in the sample are 21a~o and 260~o respectively). This evidence

supports -or at least is consistent with- the 'limited liability' theories. Notice also that the data do

not support the collusive theory: firms competing in prices indeed have significantly less debt than

competitive, but those competing in quantities do not.

Second, small firms in dominated industries seem to have less debt, and in particular, less long

term debt, supporting the theories of predation. The coefficients for long term and total debt are

all negative and significant when book values are used (-4.30~o for both total and long-tetm debt).

Those for short-term debt are almost zero and highly insignificant. Finally, the maturity variable is

significant at the one percent level: small firms in dominated industries have 7.60~0 less short-term

liabilities relative to total debt than competitive firms, while the mean is 540~0)`39. Probably firms

see more long-tetYrt debt as a source of financial instability than short-term debt, and this could

explain the bias towards the latter.

5.7 Conclusion

We have tested some theories relating capital structure and product market competition. To

test theories that rely on the type of strategic interaction in the product market, we develop a

49 If we measure maturity as short term debt over total debt (instead of short term liabilities) the coefficients of our
dummies have the correct signs but are insignificant. However, using short term liabilities instead of short term debt
in the previous regressions dces not change the insigruficance of the dummy variables. It dces improve substantially
the significance of the control vanables, though. (Results not reported. )
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proxy to test whether firms in concentrated industries compete in quantities or in prices. We

also look at firms with small market shares in industries with a dominant firm as compared to

competitive industries (where all firms have small market shares). We find evidence supporting

the theories based on the 'limited liability effect' as developed by Brander and Lewis (1986) and

Showalter (1995), in that firms competing in strategic substitutes appear to issue less debt than

firms competing in strategic complements. In particular, the difference is driven by differences in

long-term debt. We also find that small firms in markets with a dominant firm issue less long term

debt, and have more short-term liabilities relative to total debt than competitive firms, consistent

with predation stories as in Bolton and Scharfstein (1990).
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5.8 Appendix 1: Estimation of strategic competition

sIc
1389
2030
2060
2250
2253
2451
2531
2590
2731
2842
2851
3021
3050
3081
3241
3290
3334
3390
3411
3442
3448
3452
3470
3524

~F IRMS 3SLS
AR(2), AR(4)

FIRST DIFE, REAL DATAso

AR( I )
FIRST DIFF, AR(1)

AR(1)

FIRST DIFF., AR(I), F-TEST"
FIRST DIFF., AR(1)

FIItST DIFF, AR( ] )
AR(1)

AR(1)``
AR(3 )

AR(3)

AR(1)

AR(1)

AR(1)

AR(2)
AR(I), FIRST DIFF.

AR(1)

AR(1)

AR(1), REAL DATA

2SLS

AR(1), NOT POOLED~3

AR(1)

AR(1)

Empincal Evidence

SS~SC

SC
SS
SS
SS
SC
SC
SC
SS
SC
SS
SC
SC
SS
SC
SC
SS
SC
SS
SC
SS
SS
SC
SC
SS

so i.e. only adjusted by inflation.
s~ Due to multicollinearity the individual coefficients ate insignificant, but the null hypotheses of all of them being
zero is stongly rejected.

s2 Estimated by maximum likelihood.
s3 The sales of the two nvals are not sum together.
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3537 2 AR(1), AR(2)
3 AR(1)

2
2 AR(2)

4
2 AR(1)

3
2 AR(2)

3 AR(1)
3 FIRST DIFE, F-TEST

2 AR(1), FIRST DIFF.

2
3 REAL DATA

2 FIRST DIFF.
2 AR(1)

3 AR( I )

2

3 FIlZST DIFF.

2 AR(1)

2 FIRST DIFF.

3 AR( ] )

3 AR(3)
2 AR(1)

AR(1)

SS
3541
3555
3567
3621
3630
3716
3724
3812
3825
3861
3942
3950
5065
5140
5150
5190
5651
5712
5731
5912
5944
7331

AR(1)

AR(1)

3460 INSIGNIFICANT COEFFICIENTS

3751 DIFFERENT SIGNS
3571 DIFFERENT SIGNS
5031 DIFFERENT SIGNS

7320 DIFFERENT SIGNS
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5.9 Appendix 2

Table 1: Summary statistics

FA CAPEX ,ti'DTS OIE3V OI~1V SIZE VOL RD

MEAN 45 22 OS 02 02 6.25 5.11 OS
MEDIAN 41 06 08 04 03 6.32 ].56 00
STD.DEV. 24 42 2.15 10 06 2.07 12.34 56

MAX. 96 3.32 87 30 51 11.7 125.9 13.5
MI N. 00 00 -21.75 - 88 - 42 -1.81 - 65 00

SB SM TB TM L13 LM M~I'

MF,AN 044 038 26 23 21 19 54

MEDIAN 022 017 24 18 20 15 52

STD.DEV 067 066 16 18 IS 16 25

!~1AX 73 56 1.03 ].0 96 92 1.00
11~11 N 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

This table contains summarv statistics of the variables, excluding the dummy variables. FA is fised assets over to4il assets,

CAPEX is capital expenditures over sales, NDTS is operating income minus interests minust taxes over .48, norrnaliscd bv sales,

OIBV and OIMV aze operating income divided b~ total assets and market valuc of thc firm respectiveh, SIZE is the log of sales,

VOL is the standard deviation of EBI'I' over total assets, RD is RNcD expenses over sales, SB and SM are short term liabilitics over

total assets and market value of the fum, respectivel~, LB and LM are the same for long term debt, and MAT is the ratio of short

term liabilities to total debt. The number oCobservations is ~95 in all cases.
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Table 2: Correlations
CAPFX FA NDTS BR OIBV SIZE VOI, LM

FA 51
ND'TS OS 16

BR -.21 -.44 -.00

OIBV -.11 00 49 03

517, F,' -.33 -.02 22 -.09 41

VOI, -.07 06 04 -.10 10 51

Ln9 09 25 06 -.10 -.10 07 -.08

L B 24 3 5 09 -.18 -.09 00 -.09 78

Sll9 -.16 -.16 -.00 17 -.13 03 04 09

SB - 16 -.19 -.02 15 -.22 00 07 -.08

T M 02 17 OS -.03 -.14 07 -.OS 93

7'B 17 25 07 -.11 -.18 00 -.06 72
RU -.O1 -.11 -.96 -.Ol -.40 -.19 -.O1 -.07

MAT -.40 -.51 -.12 29 06 09 11 -.60
S1410~' -.17 -.33 -.15 26 -. I S -.24 -.13 -.14

SS -.12 -.24 00 09 06 11 -.03 00
SC' -.14 -.24 00 17 10 20 - O 1 -.11

LB SM SB TM TB RD MAT SMON SS
S 1~1 -.09
SB -.13 82
T M 67 44 21
TB 91 25 28 74
RD -.07 -.03 -.02 -.08 -.08

MAT -.77 22 28 45 -.62 09
SMON -.19 07 07 - 10 -.15 11 26

SS -.02 04 03 02 -.00 -.O1 10 -.12
SC -.14 08 07 -.07 -.10 -.02 16 -.14 -.09
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Table 3a. Summary statistics by group, leverage measures

SS SC SrL10N COMP

LM 18 13 13 21

17 12 13 17

LB 20 15 15 24
17 11 12 16

SM OS OS 04 03

06 09 08 OS
.SB OS OS OS 03

OS 07 07 O6
TM 23 19 18 24

20 16 17 18
TB 25 21 20 28

18 14 14 16
MAT 63 65 68 48

22 23 21 24
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Table 3b. Summary statistics by group, control variables.

SS SC S~110N C01~9P

CAPEX 04 04 OS 31
03 02 04 53

EBITBV OS 06 -.Ol 03
07 03 19 O8

EBIT~IIV 04 04 004 02

09 02 09 OS
FA 25 27 26 55

11 12 14 23
NDT.S 06 07 -.28 12

OS 03 2.28 36

;SIZE 7.07 7.54 5.12 6.22

1.46 1.35 2.01 2.09

VOI, 3.40 4.49 1.24 639

5.01 4.44 1.81 13.90

RD 012 012 22 020
019 014 1.41 077

n 48 60 94 393

Summary sta[istics of the measures of leverage, classifiing the firm in four groups: strategic complements (SC), strategic

substitutes (SS), dominated firms (SMON) and competitive firms (COMP). For each variable, the mean is reported Cirst with the

standard deviation below
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Table 4 Regression results

TB Tll~l LB L!tI SB S~1 !~9A7'

RóiD -.034 -.149"' -.008 -.115"' -.026 -.034" 001

440 006 835 008 155 024 982
CAPEX 029 -.015 045"' 002 -.016" - 017'" - 105"'

146 504 019 901 040 014 000

EBIT -.499"' -.344 -.294'"` - 110 -.205"' -.233" 290'
000 200 001 610 000 019 O55

FA 124"' 178"' 148"' 181 "` -.023 -.002 - 333"'
000 000 000 000 108 869 000

IVDTS 004 -.084" 009 -.069" -.004 - 014 - 019

876 018 732 O15 699 149 700
SI ZE 019"' 019"' 017"' 018"` 001 001 -.013"

000 000 000 000 341 298 017
VOL -.002'"' -.002"" -.002"" - 002'"' 000' 000 003"'

000 000 000 000 058 139 000
BR 020 048" 002 022 018" 025"' 026

196 013 860 159 013 005 265

SS 000 008 -.002 000 002 007 031
996 785 935 974 827 439 395

SC -.048"" -.051" -.057'"' -.062"' 008 O11 056
024 056 002 003 392 358 112

S?IION -.043" -.026 -.043"' - 029 -.000 003 076"`

019 231 O10 107 956 724 006

R2 17 10 19 13 14 10 32
n 595 595 595 595 595 595 595

~áriables are defined in Tables 1 and 3b. pvalues are reported under Ihe coefficienis. These correspond to heteroscedasticity-

consistent siandard erros (see White, 1980).

'Statistically significant at l00~0 level.

"Statistically significant at So~o level.

"' Sta[istically significant at 1"~o level.



Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

This dissertation consísts of two well-differentiated parts. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are theoretical

analysis, while the last one is an empirical investigation Also with respect to the topic treated, we

can trace a line through the first three chapters, the last being again separate.

The decision to liquidate, the collateral value of the firm's assets, the threat to seize those

assets, all these issues have arisen in essays belonging to the literature discussed in the introductory

chapter However, nearly all of them treat the value of the firm in liquidation as an exogenously

given parameter In fact, only Titman (1984), Shleifer and Vshny (1992) and Harris and Raviv

(1990) make of the liquidation value a central element in their models, and only Shleifer and V shny

(1992) attempt to explain it endogenously. This is what we do in our theoretical analysis. We look

at a competitive industry, a duopoly and at a model of managerial compensation with the focus on

the liquidation value and the liquidation decisions. In chapter 2 we present an industry model where

the value ofa firm in liquidation depends on the technology the firm uses, and on the situation ofthe

rest of the industry. We investigate the impact of having multiple technologies with different and

endogenous liquidation values on the optimal firm and industry-wide equilibrium capital structure.

Further, we consider the case where investment decisions are made after capital structure ones,

so the design of the latter has to account for its incentive effects on the shareholders technology

choice. In this context, we show that the relation between liquidation values and capital structure

is a complex one: the debt level of a firm using assets with high liquidation value is bounded,

while firms using more risky assets will issue either very high or risk-free debt levels. Hence,

capital structure differ across firm with different technologies, as well as across firms with the same

technology. The reason is that in the industry equilibrium, the expected value ofall firms has to be

equal, and this is achieved through using different capital structures and~or different technologies;

technology choice and capital structure are alternative ways to reduce expected bankruptcy costs.
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The third chapter shows that the liquidation value of the technology a firm chooses can have

strategic value, for example, entering an industry with a technology that has a low liquidation

value, can serve as a commitment not to leave the market easily and resist aggressive competition.

In particular, we analyse a duopoly model of exit focusing on the strategic effects of liquidation

costs. We have two firms, one with a'deep pocket', the other a'shallow pocket'. The latter

has to obtain external financing for the investment, with an incomplete financial contract. At the

initial date firms are allowed to choose among two technologies, which differ in their liquidation

values. One of them can be liquidated at a constant value ('standard') while the other exhibits

smaller liquidation values, which furthermore are industry-specific ('risky'), so that the costs of

liquidating are higher if the other firm is using the same technology and it is also liquidated. For

the shallow-pocket firm, the technology chosen determines the value of its collateral, which is

a crucial variable in its financial contract. Moreover, the firm with a deep pocket can affect the

value of this collateral by choosing the risky technology. It is also shown that the deep-pocket

firm's incentives to prey are decreasing in the liquidation value of the rival firm.

In a one-firm setting, the risky technology is dominated and would never be used. In the context

of a duopoly model, we find two strategic effects of technology choice. Firstly, if the shallow-

pocket firm enters the market first, it can choose the risky technology, thereby inducing softer

competition in the product market. Then, choosing the risky technology is dominated for the firm

with a deep pocket, which chooses the standard one.

Second, if the deep-pocket firm enters first, it can choose the risky technology in order to

depress the rival's liquidation value, were he to choose the risky technology too. This reduction in

the liquidation value may force this firm to choose the standard technology, thereby allowing the

deep-pocket firm to use a more aggressive strategy in the product market.

Therefore, we show how for both firms the initially inefficient technology can have important

strategic effects. We describe the conditions under which each of these situations is an equilibrium.

In the fourth chapter we propose an explanation for the empirical observation that managers are

usually reluctant to sell assets and divisions. It is generally observed that firms can more easily

expand or diversify than focus or down-size. The main argument we propose is that the decision to

liquidate is a decision to disclose information, and that the infonnation revealed when unprofitable
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assets are sold is damaging to the manager's reputation. We assume that the unprofitablility of the

project is due to managerial incompetence, but the short-term results from the project are only

partially informative about this (e.g. an inherently profitable project may yield bad results due to

temporary elements, or to simple bad luck) while only the manager possesses the true information.

We show that, when managerial compensation takes the form of short-term performance-based

contracts, it may be impossible to write a contract with the manager that induces him to abandon

an inefficient project.

In the last chapter we test some theories relating capital structure and product market competi-

tion. To test theories that rely on the type ofstrategic interaction in the product market, we develop

a proxy to test whether firms in concentrated industries compete in quantities or in prices We

also look at firms with small market shares in industries with a dominant firm as compared to

competitive industries (where all firms have small market shares) We find evidence supporting

the theories based on the 'limited liability effect' as developed by Brander and Lewis (1986) and

Showalter (1995), in that firms competing in strategic substitutes appear to issue less debt than

firms competing in strategic complements. In particular, the difference is driven by differences in

long-term debt. We also find that small firms in markets with a dominant firm issue less long term

debt, and have more short-term liabilities relative to total debt than competitive firms, consistent

with predation stories as in Bolton and Scharfstein (1990).
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Samenvatting (summary in Dutch)

Dit proefschrift bestaat uit twee afionderlijke delen. De hoofdstukken 2, 3 en 4 bestaan uit

theoretische analyses, terwijl in het laatste hoofdstuk verslag wordt gedaan van een empirisch

onderzoek. Ook verschilt het onderwerp dat centraal staat in de eerste drie hoofdstukken van dat

van het laatste hoofdstuk.

De beslissing om een onderneming te liquideren, de faillissement waarde van een onderneming,

en de dreiging dat op deze goederen beslag wordt gelegd, zijn kwesties die in de essays aan de

orde komen die in het inleidende hoofdstuk worden besproken. In vrijwel al deze essays wordt

de waarde van een onderneming in liquidatie echter als een exogene parameter opgevat. Alleen

Titman (1984), Shleifer en Vishny (1992) en Harris en Raviv (1990) stellen de liquidatiewaarde

centraal in hun modellen, en alleen Shleifer en Vishny (1992) proberen deze waarde endogeen

te verklaren. Dit is wat wij doen in onze theoretische analyse. In hoofdstuk 2 presenteren we

een zogenaamd 'industry-equilibrium' model waarin de waarde van een onderneming in liquidatie

afhankelijk is van de technologie die de onderneming gebruikt, en van de situatie in de rest van de

industrie. We onderzoeken de invloed van het hebben van meerdere technologieën met verschil-

lende, en endogene liquidatiewaardes op het optimale evenwicht van de vermogenstructuur van

de onderneming en de industrie als geheel. Daarnaast beschouwen we de situatie waarin beslissin-

gen over investeringen worden genomen na beslissingen over vermogenstructuur, dus het ontwerp

van de laatste moet rekening houden met de gevolgen voor de technologie die aandeelhouders

kiezen. In dit verband tonen we aan dat de relatie tussen liquidatiewaardes en vermogenstrucutuur

complex is: de schuldenlast van een onderneming dat over activa beschikt met een hoge liqui-

datiewaarde staat vast, terwijl bedrijven die meer risicovolle activa bezitten ofwel op zeer hoge,

ofwel op risicovrije schuldenlasten zullen uitkomen. Uandaar dat vermogenstrucuturen verschillen

tussen bedrijven met verschillende technologieën, alsook tussen bedrijven met dezelfde technolo-

gie. De reden is dat het industriële evenwicht, de verwachte waarde van alle bedrijven gelijk

moet zijn, en dit wordt bereikt door verschillende vermogenstrucuturen te gebruiken en~of ver-

schillende technologieën; keuze van technologie en vermogenstrucuur zijn altematieve middelen

om de verwachte kosten van een faillissement te ve~ninderen.
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Het derde hoofdstuk laat zien dat de liquidatiewaarde van de technologie waarvoor een onderne-

ming kiest, van strategische waarde kan zijn. Zo kan het binnentreden in een industrie met een

technologie die een lage liquidatiewaarde heeft, dienen als een commitment om de markt niet

gemakkelijk te verlaten en agressieve concurrentie voorkomen. In het bijzonder analyseren we een

duopolie model waarin we ons richten op de strategische effecten van de kosten van een faillisse-

ment. We hebben twee bedrijven, één met veel financiële middelen ('deep-pocket-onderneming'),

en één met weinig financiële middelen ('shallow-pocket-onderneming'). De laatste moet externe

financiering van de investering bewerkstelligen met een incomplete financiële contract. Op de aan-

vangsdatum mogen bedrijven kiezen tussen twee technologieën die verschillen in liquidatiewaarde.

Eén van de twee kan worden geliquideerd op een constante waarde ('standaard'), terwijl de andere

lagere liquidatiewaardes vertoont die bovendien specifiek zijn voor de industrie ('riskant'), zo-

dat de liquidatiekosten hoger zijn als de andere onderneming die dezelfde technologie gebruikt en

ook wordt geliquideerd. Bij de shallow-pocket onderneming bepaalt de gekozen technologie de

waarde van het onderpand, wat een cruciale variabele is in de financiële overeenkomst. Bovendien

kan de deep-pocket onderneming de waarde van dit onderpand beïnvloeden door te kiezen voor

de risicovolle technologie. Ook is aangetoond dat de incentives van de deep-pocket ondememing

om de strijd aan te gaan met de concurrent, afnemen in de liquidatiewaarde van het concurrerende

onderneming.

In een situatie van één onderneming zou de risicovolle technologie worden gedomineerd en nooit

worden gebruikt. In het geval van een duopolie model vinden we twee strategische effecten van

de keuze van technologie. Ten eerste, als de shallow-pocket onderneming als eerste de markt

binnentreedt, kan zij kiezen voor de risicovolle technologie, en daarmee de concurrentie op de

productmarkt afzwakken. Dan wordt het kiezen voor de risicovolle technologie gedomineerd voor

de onderneming met een deep-pocket, die kiest voor de standaard technologie.

Ten tweede, als de deep-pocket onderneming als eerste de markt binnentreedt, kan het kiezen voor

de risicovolle technologie om de liquidatiewaarde van de concurrerende onderneming te onder-

drukken, mocht deze onderneming ook voor de risicovolle technologie hebben gekozen. Deze

reductie van de liquidatiewaarde zou deze onderneming kunnen dwingen om voor de standaard

technologie te kiezen, en daarmee de deep pocket onderneming in de gelegenheid stellen een

agressieve strategie op de productmarkt toe te passen.
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Daarom laten we zien hoe de aanvankelijk inefficiënte technologie belangrijke strategische ef-

fecten kan hebben. We beschrijven de omstandigheden waaronder elk van deze situaties een even-

wicht is.

In het vierde hoofdstuk geven we een verklaring voor de empirische vaststelling dat managers

meestal terughoudend zijn in het verkopen van bezittingen en divisies. Het is algemeen vastgesteld

dat bedrijven gemakkelijker kunnen uitbreiden of diversifiëren dan dat ze zich kunnen toespitsen

of verkleinen. Het voomaamste argument dat we naar voren brengen is dat de beslissing om te

liquideren een beslissing is om informatie te ontsluiten, en dat de informatie die vrijkomt als niet-

winstgevende activa worden verkocht, schadelijk is voor de reputatie van de manager. We nemen

aan dat de niet-winstgevendheid van het project toe te schrijven is aan incompetentie van het

management, maar de resultaten van het project op korte termijn zijn hiervoor slechts gedeeltelijk

indicatief (zo kan een inherent winstgevend project door tijdelijke elementen, of simpelweg

door pech slechte resultaten opleveren), terwijl enkel de manager de werkelijke informatie bezit.

We laten zien dat als de compensatie van het management de vorm aanneemt van op prestatie

gebaseerde overeenkomsten voor de korte termijn, het onmogelijk zou kunnen zijn een contract te

sluiten met de manager die hem ertoe zou bewegen zích terug te trekken uit een ineflïciënt project.

ln het laatste hoofdstuk testen we enkele theorieën waarin een verband wordt gelegd tussen

vermogenstrucutuur en concurrentie op de produkt markt. Om de theorieën te testen die berusten

op het type strategische interactie in de productmarkt, ontwikkelen we een benadering waarmee

kan worden nagegaan of bedrijven in geconcentreerde industrieën concurreren in hoeveelheden

of in prijzen. We kijken ook naar bedrijven met kleine marktaandelen in industrieën met een

dominante onderneming in vergelijking met concurrerende industrieën (waar alle ondernemingen

kleine marktaandelen hebben). We vinden bewijs voor de theorieën die zijn gebaseerd op het

'limited liability effect' zoals ontwikkeld door Brander en Lewis (1986) en Showalter (1995),

namelijk dat bedrijven die concurreren in strategische substituten op minder schuld lijken uit

te komen dan bedrijven die in strategische complementen concurreren. In het bijzonder wordt

dit verschil gevoed door verschillen in lange-termijn-schulden. We constateren ook dat kleine

bedrijven in markten met een dominante onderneming op minder lange-termijn-schuld uitkomen

en meer korte-termijn-verplichtingen hebben in verhouding tot de totale schuld dan concurrerende
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bedrijven, wat in overeenstemming is met eerdere theoretishe bevindingen als die van Bolton en

Scharfstein (1990).
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